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CHAPTER I
m  problem
Heed for the Study
Limited and continuing studies have been made within some of 
the deaconess training schools to determine the need for improve­
ments or revisions in the existing program. The nature of the 
need and the effort that has been made toward improvements is 
perhaps best expressed by Sister Anna Ebert when she says*
There are still wide differences of opinion on objectives 
and principles of deaconess training, the amount and kind of edu­
cation needed by deaconesses, the duties and responsibilities for 
which they should be prepared and the best plan for such prepara­
tion.
Currlculums have been revised and relationships with higher 
institutions of education have been established in several Mather 
houses. Encouraging implications for deaconess education are 
found in enlarging faculties; in increasing emphasis on surveys 
and research; in development of criteria for judging the work of 
deaconess schools and the deaconess service.
So far, as could be ascertained, there has been no systematic 
investigation to secure and analyze the viewpoints of both the 
administrative officials and the deaconess students of all dea­
coness training schools; neither have data been compiled for com­
paring the Lutheran Deaconess Schools in the three areas: selec­
tion, orientation, and preparation of deaconess students for 
'service.
One doctoral dissertation, "The Female Diaconate in Recent 
American Lutheranism,** by Dr. Richard C. Klick, has touched upon
1* Ebert, Sister Anna, «Major Problems Confronting the Diaconate,” 
The Twenty-Seventh Lutheran Deaconess Conference in America. 
June 21-22, 1946,pp. 29, 30.
2the trends and development In selecting and training deaconess 
students In the Lutheran Deaconess Training Schools in America*
Drop-outs of deaconess students are not a part of this study, 
but the f act that there are drop outs indicates that the causa* 
tive factors may well be related, in varying degrees, to certain 
needs* One of these is more careful screening procedures in the 
selection of deaconess students. Another is the planning of bet­
ter orientation practices in the training program; and third, is 
the revision and changes in content and procedures of the t rain­
ing program in more effectively preparing deaconess students for 
service in the Lutheran Church of America.
There is son© reason to believe that where screening proce­
dures in selection of .students' have been applied, drop-outs have 
been greatly reduced. In an interview with Sister Martha Hansen, 
the directing sister at Baltimore Training School, on April 5, 
1952, she stated that their Committee on Admissions 11 rejected fif­
ty per cent of the applicants for deaconess training chiefly on 
the basis of evident emotional problems ttsieh indicated the indi­
vidual could not adapt herself to the diaconate or its training 
program. u As a result of such careful screening very few drop­
outs have occurred; drop-outs, then, have been for marriage rea­
sons.
It is apparent that there is a concerted and continuous need 
among the Lutheran Deaconess Training Schools to evaluate their 
training programs as to the ways by which they, individually and 
collectively, can more effectively and adequately train deaconess
3students in preparation for service which will meet and fulfill 
the needs of the service program in the Lutheran Church in 
America*
fhe Problem
For these reasons the problem - to determine ways of improv­
ing the selection, orientation* and preparation of deaconess stu­
dents for fields of service in the Lutheran Church of America - 
was undertaken*
this study was based on the belief that opportunities' for 
counseling and guidance in the selection, orientation, and pre­
paration of deaconess students for fields of service were not 
utilised adequately by either, the administrative officials and 
faculty or by the studentsj nor had counseling services func­
tioned effectively within the Lutheran Deaconess Training Schools 
in America*
Scope
In finding solutions to the problem, answers to the follow* 
ing questions were soughti
A* In the selection of Deaconess students -
1* What steps and procedures are employed in the selec­
tion of students?
2. Upon what criteria is the selection based?
3. What measures can be taken for needed improvement in 
selection of students?
B* In the orientation of deaconess students -
41, What types of orientation (forms of material and pro­
cedures) are used and developed in adapting students 
to the diaeonate and its training program?
2* What are the strengths and weaknesses of the present 
orientation procedures from the evaluation of the 
/ deaconess students as well as of those providing the
orientation?
3* How can the orientation be adjusted to ©ore adequately 
meeting the students* needs and providing for their 
wholesome development?
C, In the preparation of deaconess students for fields of
service in the Luthem Church of America -
1. Are the training programs providing the best possible 
development of the deaconess students in preparation 
for their specific areas of service?
2. What areas of service have been neglected in the 
training program to supply the needs and demands of 
the Church as well as to develop the potential abili­
ties and extensive interests of each deaconess student?
3- In what respects could the existing program of train­
ings for service be improved or revised for developing 
the potentialities of every deaconess student to a 
greater degree of satisfactory attainment?
Delimitations
Although there are ten Deaconess Institutions or Associations 
under the jurisdiction of Luthern Churches in America, only seven
5of them function as training schools at the present time. Those 
seven training schools surveyed and their geographical location 
are as follows:
1* Lutheran Deaconess Training School, Baltimore, Maryland
а. Eben-Eaer Mercy Institute, Brush, Colorado
3. Lutheran Deaconess Training School, Chicago, Illinois
4. Lutheran Deaconess Association, Fort Wayne, Indiana
5. Lutheran Deaconess Training School, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
б. Immanuel Deaconess Training School, Omaha, Nebraska
7. Philadelphia Deaconess Training School, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
This study was based upon a categorical denominational 
limitation - Lutheran.
Geographically, it was limited to Lutheran Deaconess Train­
ing Schools in the Bulbed States of, America.
Further, the study was limited to deaconess students - those 
young women who have come for training and plan to enter Christian 
service through the Church; young women presently engaged in the 
training programs of the designated schools, during the school 
year, 1951-2, before entering a specific field of service for 
which they have been trained.
It was found difficult to compile a questionnaire which 
would be keyed specifically to the particulars of each school; 
hence, the questionnaire used was mainly applicable to the general 
practices and procedures of a training school. Spaces were pro­
vided with the notation that other and additional procedures or 
suggestions could be listed.
6Finally, this study was concerned only with three phases in 
securing and training deaconess students, namely, processes of 
selecting students, orientation of students to the school and its 
program* and the content and procedures of training program pre­
paring the students for fields of service in and through the 
Lutheran Church,
Definitions
"Biaconate" is an organized fellowship of Christian women 
#10 agree to live and work under a cooperative economic system# 
and as a community of religious workers in order to serve human­
ity through the service program of the church body,
"Deaconess* is a Christian woman (unmarried or a widow with­
out children) who has been trained and officially accepted by the 
Church to the Office of the Biaconate.
11 Consecration11 is an official act of the church body or de­
nomination where a Christian woman trained for service in the 
program of the Church and approved by the Biaconate becomes a 
deaconess, symbolically affirmed by the wearing of the deaconess 
cross•
"Deaconess Home" r and "Motherhouse” are terms used inter­
changeably to designate a community of Christian workers and the 
residence of the deaconesses throughout service and at retirement 
if so desired.
"Garb” or "Uniform" is the official dress or wearing apparel 
adopted by the Biaconate to reveal its membership by identical 
dress because of its being economical as well as of promoting 
equality and fellowship.
7"Sister" is & title or family name given a deaconess in de­
noting a bond of kinship and the manner d£> friendly helpfulness 
to on© another as well .as to those, being served or given care.’ 
"Deaconess student11 is a Christian woman #10 has been ac­
cepted by. designated officials to be trained in becoming a dea­
coness v Students are ordinarily classified into two groups5 
"candidate" and "probationer,11 "Candidate*1 refers to the person 
who is in the initial period of training! "probationer" is the 
person who has been approved by the Biaconate after completing 
the initial training (a year or less) and. has received the uni­
form and the title of "Sister," "Deaconess student11, in this 
study, is a general tern which includes both groups, "candidates" 
and "probationers
"Investiture" is a service conducted at close of initial 
year when the candidate becomes a probationer, wears the garb or 
uniform for the first time, and is given the title, "Sister,"
At that service, the probationer declares her intention to con­
tinue training preparatory to serving as a Deaconess.
"Deaconess training School" is the educational unit con­
nected with either the Motherhouse or Deaconess Home, or Uni­
versity which provides and supervises the basic religious, pro­
fessional, and practical training of its students.
"Training Sister," "Dean of Deaconess School," "Dean of Ed­
ucation" are terms used interchangeably to designate the deaconess 
who is engaged in planning, directing, and counseling deaconess 
students during their training period and preparation for ser­
vice in the Church.
8“Institute,” “Institution,® “Association” are similar terms 
referring to the denominational body or ecclesiastical organiza­
tion demoted to woxks of mercer or acts of aiding and relieving 
the sufferings spiritually, mentally,, and physically*
“Executive Director,® “Director,” “lector11 are terms used in* 
terchangeably to designate the person who is both the spiritual 
and administrative head of the Deaconess Institution or Associa­
tion; usually the official is an ordained minister of the Church 
owning and controlling the organized unit* ■
“Directing Sister” is an elected member of the Biaconate who 
supervises and directs the Sisters within that group.
“Field of Service,” “field of labor,” “Station” all signify 
the area or type of work In which deaconesses a m  called and em­
ployed to serve humanity. It is commonly the specific areas of 
service maintained administratively by a Deaconess Home, or a 
Motherhouse, or a local church, and served by a deaconess, ^
“Selection” is the procedure of choosing applicants accord­
ing to established criteria prescribed by the officials of the 
training ■ s chool *
“Orientation” designates the process of aiding persons in 
adjusting to the prescribed principles and procedures within the 
Biaconate.
“Training” is a process of instructing and. praticing for 
the systematic development of student*s abilities and aptitudes* 
“Preparation” is a state or period of being made ready for a 
particular purpose or service through training in knowledge and 
in skills .
9"Lutheran Church of America" in this study refers to the 
various church bodies, organised not as one unit, but composed 
of an aggregate of Christians #10 accept and confess the Lutheran 
doctrines of faith*
CHAPTER I I
BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM
Survey of the Seven Deaconess Training Schools in America
The original intent of this study m s  to survey the ten ex­
isting Deaconess Institutions of the Lutheran Church in the United 
States, Upon inquiiy by letter and questionnaire, it ms dis­
covered that three of the ten institutions do not function as 
training schools at the present time, Two of the three institu­
tions have no students enrolled for training, nor have they had 
any students for several years; the other institution operates on 
the basis of training the students «on the job" without any for­
mal training, and limits its services to the institution itself. 
The purpose of the survey m s  to present the status of each 
training school as to its specific purposes and procedures in 
preparing deaconess students for service in and through the 
Lutheran Church of America.
Lutheran Deaconess Training School, Baltimore, Maryland
A bulletin issued by this training school states its purpose 
and plan thuss
The purpose of the Deaconess Training School for Christian 
■workers is to offer specialised training in the fields of Religion 
and Christian Education. The curriculum is designed primarily to 
prepare young women for the service of the Church as deaconesses, 
directors of religious education, parish workers and church secre­
taries. It also provides the opportunity for women to receive re­
ligious instruction as a basis for rendering service as volunteer 
workers in the church, for assuming parish responsibilities as
paster* s mves, and for living a more effective Christian life 
in any vocation**
In addition to deaconess students, those young women desiring 
to serve in the program of the Church, without becoming deaconesses, 
are .also given specialised training for the type of service they 
plan to enter.
The school at Baltimore and the one at Philadelphia are both 
under the ownership and control of the same church body, The United 
Lutheran Church of America.
If the students accepted have not attended college they at­
tend an affiliated church college for three years and then enter 
the Deaconess Training School for two years, thereby receiving a 
bachelors degree from the affiliated college* The training in 
college and in the'Deaconess School prepares the deaconesses for 
parish work, youth work, the ministry of music, or religious ed­
ucation in a local church.
fhe-administrative policies and the organisation of the 
school are interpreted and executed by the directing sister and 
the dean of education.•
Eben-Ezer Mercy Institute* Brush. Colorado
This institute maintains a Home for Aged and Invalids, a Hos­
pital, Deaconess Rome and Training School.
The purpose of the training school is to train Christian wo­
men for works of mercy within the institution and for fields of 
service sponsored and promoted by the institution independently
2. Bulletin, The Lutheran Deaconess Motherhouse and Training 
School. Baltimore, MarylandT^cSendar 1950-51, pp. 4-5.
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as well as by Its church affiliation* The United Evangelical 
Lutheran Church,
the training school affiliates with their church college* 
Dana College* Blair* Nebraska, Only a few students have received 
deaconess training at Brush* the majority of students have been 
sent to Milwaukee or Philadelphia Training Schools for deaconess 
training and professional training. The one student now in train­
ing is being instructed by the directing Sister at Brush,
The executive director and the directing sister plan and 
carry out the administrative functions of the training school. 
However* the directing sister supervises the training of deaconess 
students,
Lutheran Deaconess Training School, Chicago, Illinois
The purpose of this school is to provide religious and pro­
fessional training for young consecrated women in the fields of 
Parish Work* Foreign Missions, Social Service* Institutional Work* 
Nursing* and Christian Education.
This school is now in a transitional period. Plans are being 
made to continue their School of Nursing in Chicago but to relo­
cate the Deaconess Training School in Minneapolis where they will 
affiliate the training program with .Augsburg College and Lutheran 
Bible Institute in that city, By 1953* the school hopes to put 
this plan into operation.
The directing sister* alone* assumes complete responsibility 
of supervising and training deaconess students.
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Lutheran Deaconess Association* Fort Wayne« Indiana. ' ■
The Lutheran Deaconess Association comprises church members 
from the Synodical Conference who voluntarily contribute annual 
■dues and thereby*.support the cause’of deaconess ■education and ser­
vice .in their churches* .the Association has its headquarters in 
Fort Wayne* Indiana v&ere the director is in charge of the train­
ing and placement of deaconesses* .
This Association differs from all of the deaconess institu­
tions in that -it:has no Motherhouse or Deaconess Home to which the 
Sisters can go between assignments or selected places of service,- 
or reside when retired from active duty* The Association does 
provide a Chapter H ouse for its students while in college, Valpo- 
raise University, pursuing deaconess training* Another difference 
is found 'in the emphasis on a ■Christian career for the time which 
each young woman desires to devote to service in and through the 
Church* The other Deaconess Training Schools stress life service-
without any vows to that effect- but service in the diaconat© un-
«* /
til felt called to some other sphere of service in life*
t
A brochure Issued by the Association states their purpose: 
**The aim of the Lutheran Deaconess Association is to educate and 
train Lutheran Deaconesses for parish service, for the ministry of 
mercy in charitable institutions, and for home and foreign mis­
sions*1^
A full four year college course of preparation for the career 
of Deaconesses is given at Valparaiso University, Valparaiso,
3* Brochure, ^Training for Services' of Mercy and Missions*” The 
Lutheran Deaconess Association, Fort Wayne, Indiana* n, d*
14
Indiana, the course with a major in Keligion, grants a Bachelor of 
Arts degree *
The amount of field work varies but usually one summer is 
spent under the guidance and supervision of a pastor or a mission 
board to give the student opportunities in "work experiences" in 
order to determine the particular abilities of a student for cer­
tain types of church work as m L X  as to utilise knowledge and 
practices in actual life situations.
Lutheran Deaconess Training Schools Miwaukee» Wisconsin
This school is operated and controlled by the American Lu­
theran Church* The school serves the purpose of training Chris­
tian young women for the ministry of mercy among the sick; the 
aged, the orphaned; the invalid; the poor and the needy5 also; in 
fields of Christian Education; Missions; and Social Welfare under 
the direction and supervision of the directing sister.
Besides the Deaconess Training School; a Hospital and Nurs- 
ing School function on the same location and by the same govern­
ing church body*
Immanuel Deaconess Training School* Omaha* Nebraska
The school is a part of Immanuel Deaconess Institute which is 
owned and operated by the August ana Evangelical Lutheran Church.
The entire Institution is patterned after the colony plan as 
found in the European Biaconate; particularly that of Germany. 
Immanuel Deaconess Institute maintains a Hospital; Home for Aged, 
Home for Invalids, Ho$^s for Children— with child placement in 
boarding homes and foster homes as w dl as child care— Deaconess
Home* Muraing School# Laundry Plant, local congregation drawing 
its membership from surrounding community, besides the Training 
School for Deaconesses.
The purpose of the training school is to receive and train 
young women of the Church in fields of Christian Social Welfare 
and Christian Bducation. The fields of Service are within the 
institution itself, under the program of the local August ana 
Lutheran Churches in United States and Canada, and among the for­
eign mission stations maintained in Africa and Japan*
Deaconess students receive one year basic training and clin­
ical experiences at the Deaconess Training School* The second 
year is spent in Bible Study and Missions at a Lutheran Bible 
School, provided the student has not previously received such in­
struction. During the third year specialized training begins and 
is provided through schools (church colleges and municipal and 
state universities} offering the particular training needed until 
completed or student is placed in a selected or assigned field of 
service*
The dean of education - in consultation with the executive 
director and the directing sister plans, supervises, and directs 
the training of the deaconess students.
Philadelphia Deaconess Training School, Philadelphia* Pennsylvania
The school at Philadelphia, like the training school in Bal­
timore,. is under the jurisdiction of the United Lutheran Church of 
America, However, the two schools serve different types of train­
ing, although their general purposes of training Christian women
for services of the Church are the sane* Students desiring to be­
come institutional workers, social workers, or medical workers 
prepare through the Philadelphia program.
The same collegiate plan is followed as that of Baltimore 
thereby the student spends three years at a church affiliated col­
lege, and two years in the Deaconess Training School. Credits 
from the Deaconess Training School are transferred to the college 
granting the degree, ■either an A.B. or B.S. in Religious Educa­
tion. Some students go on to graduate school before- being placed 
in the service program of the Church.
The directing sister, at present, also serves as dean of edu­
cation.
Previous Research
There has been no substantial writing on the diaconate in the 
last half century. $hen the field is limited more specifically bo 
the Lutheran Diaconate in America the area is touched only by two 
doctoral theses. The one is ^Lutheran Doctrine and the Diaconate* 
by Emil G. Chinlund, 1922, August ana College and Theological Sem­
inary, The other is ^History of the Female Diaconate in the Lu­
theran Church in America1* by Russel F. Steininger, 1934, Univer­
sity of,Pittsburg.
fJben the area is restricted .further to the decade immediately 
past, during which period marked changes have been inaugurated, 
there is no comprehensive literature of any kind whatsoever.^
However, one dissertation, «Ths Female Diaconate in Recent 
American Lutheranism,1* by Dr. Richard 0. KUck in 1949# Teazle 
University, Philadelphia, explored and studied the developments 
and trends- in.admission requirements, screening procedures, 
changes in the educational program, the extent and content of
4. Klick, Richard C., ttThe Female Diaconate in Recent American Lu­
theranism,* Temple University, Philadelphia, 1949, P- 6
fields of service, besides tracing and analyzing the historical 
development of the Lutheran .Piaconat® in. America.
All through the years, 1096 to 1951, in the biennial confer­
ences of the Lutheran Deaconess Conference in America the papers 
prepared and presented for -discussion, have entered largely around 
the content and procedures of the deaconess training program* The 
twenty-eighth conference minutes list the topics of all these pa­
pers, of which the following are examples, of the problems and 
trends of training programsi 5 ■
first- Conference-Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, September 1096- 
“Paiish Deaconess11 by Rev. S. A. Fogelstrom; Sixth Conference - 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, -October 1905 “The Education of Deaconesses* 
by Rev. H . L« Fritschel; Tsi^ ity-SeveiJth Conf® renee-Baltimor©, 
Maryland, June 1946 - “Philosophy of Deaconess Training* by Sister 
.Rena Keiper.
Dr. Richard G* Klick points out the following observations in 
summariaing the findings in. his d i s s e r t a t i o n s 6
..... within the last decade .admission .retirements have been 
lifted to new levels at the majority of deaconess institutions. 
Physical, spiritual and mental aptitudes are given extended con­
sideration. Screening procedures have become more elaborate. The 
deliberate attempt is now being made to lift the diaconate to a 
distinctly professional office of credit to the Church.
Within the past decade a marked change in educational philosophy 
has taken place. High preparations! standards are no longer held 
to be incompatible with true spirituality. The majority of dea­
coness institutions have recently inaugurated or are planning 
shortly to inaugurate their educational programs on a collegiate
5. The Twenty-Eighth Lutheran Conference in America. June 16-17* 
194&, Omaha, Sraska, ^p. 5 9 ^ 4 T “  ~~ ~
6. Klick, Richard 0.,'op.eit., pp. 209, 290.
is
level. Curricula are being broadened correspondingly and facul­
ties are being strenghthened. Clinical field work is receiving in-* 
creased professional supervision, .. ♦ Spiritual qualities are
not ignored*. But, as in the protestant ministry, there is empha­
sis upon the attainment of professional skills for efficient '' 
Christian service.,
Although the research is limited, an awareness of its need 
has- been realised to some extent by some leaders in the Deaconess 
training Schools*. Sister Anna Ebert developed that thou^it in a 
discussion paper presented at the Twenty-Sex'enth 
these words*
Without a program of research, a profession eventually 
becomes static, occupied with practices, which are no longer 
in harmony with newer thought and latest developments * Studies 
have been made in many of - our Hotherhouses, but most of us are 
some distance from developing programs and preparing deaconesses 
of demonstrated research ability to -carry forward studi.es on a 
scale comparable to that of kindred professions*”
Since so few studies have been made, some of vhich have been 
chiefly historical in method and others limited to a survey of 
only a few deaconess training schools, this study has explored a 
wider scope in surveying the seven lutheran Deaconess training 
schools and investigated another aspect of deaconess training 
In the field of guidance*
7* Ebert, Sister Anna, op. cit., p. 30
CHAPTER I I I
SOURCES OF BATA 'AID P1K£EDQ8S9
Sources o£ Data
Data were secured from two sources, the primary source was 
the responses to questionnaires sent to. twelve administrators. and 
eighty-three deaconess students within the seven Deaconess Train­
ing Schools surveyed, letters accoj*$>anied the returns of a few 
questionnaires- and these are ref erred to as they have hearing on 
the study.
Secondary sources included a doctoral dissertation, ,fThe 
female Diaconate in Recent American Lutheranism** by Dr* Bichard G* 
Klick! pamphlets, brochures, catalogs, application forms,, and 
other printed matter obtained from each Deaconess Training School 
surveyed! Conference Minutes of The Lutheran Deaconess Conference 
in .America daring the years 1930 through 1951*
Procedures
Ideas for the content of the questionnaire were gleaned 
through reading and browsing through catalogs, brochures, applica­
tion forms, printed matter of the training schools, and ndrmtes of 
The Lutheran Deaconess Conference in America. The latter, parti­
cularly, offered Hues as to recent developments and trends with­
in the deaconess training schools •
Suggestions gained from interviewing directors, directing 
sisters, deans of education, and deaconess students on the three 
phases being studied* the selection, orientation, and preparation
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of deaconess students for service, also famished the basis upon 
which the questionnaire was formulated. The training schools of 
Chicago, Omaha, and Milwaukee were observed and the individuals 
mentioned as being interviewed gave background information to sup- 
ply the content of the questionnaire, fwo other training schools, 
Baltimore -and Philadelphia,.were.observed after the questionnaire 
reached the participants but before the questionnaires were re* 
turned* Opportunities for presenting and explaining the question­
naire were, thus, made possible through interviewing, more than 
half of those participating* .Altogether in the five training 
schools contacted first hand, ten administrative officials and 
twenty-six students -were personally .interviewed* fhe schools, at 
Brush 'and Fort Wayne, worn reached by letters and questionnaires, 
letters were sent be the directing sisters of the training 
schools in obtaining their consent and approval of having the dea­
coness students participate -in. the study by -answering a question­
naire, as well as securing the names and addresses of their re­
spective students,
loiters were also sent to directors, directing sisters, ex­
ecutive secretary, field secretary, and deans of training schools 
in securing their consent to responding to a questionnaire and a 
brief explanation of the plan and purpose of the study being 
made.
Upon receipt of the consent of these specified individuals, 
questionnaires, with self-addressed stamped envelopes for returns,, 
were sent to each individual with general directions as to pro­
cedures In checking the questionnaire* Sample letters, general
directions, and questionnaires are found in the Appendix.
The sis© of the sampling was limited to the following persons 
in the Deaconess training Schools; executive directors, directing 
sisters, deans of education, field secretary, executive secretary} 
and to the deaconess students (candidates and. probationers) in. 
training during the school year, 1951-1952*
Research survey was the method used* According to social 
science terminology "Research Survey is m  organised attempt to 
analyse, interpret and report the present status of a social in­
stitution, group or area.”^
the direct method in securing data from primary sources was 
utilised by means of personal correspondence - letters and ques­
tionnaires - .and in some instances through personal interviews..
All raw data from the questionnaires were tabulated indivi­
dually, as the questionnaires were .returned,, in, numerical terms 
since the responses- were a' small sampling# .Further, the data were 
grouped according to the responses from each training school to 
indicate their developments for comparison with themselves and 
with other schools in the degree and kind of improvements being 
made in the selection, orientation, and preparation of deaconess 
students for service in the Lutheran Church of America*
The techniques used were three types;
1* Copied relevant data from published sources, as quota­
tions from the dissertation by Dr* Richard C. Klicks statements 
and information from, printed, materials published by the training .
8* Whitney, F*L., The Elements of Research* Hew fork; Prentice- 
Hallj; Inc., 1950, pV 161.
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schools, such m catalogs, pamphlets and brochures; quotations 
from discussion papers read at biennial conventions -and printed 
in the minutes of the Lutheran Deaconess Conference in America, 
X930 to 1951.
■ 2. hon-quantitative data - statements of opinions and des­
criptions of schools and their programs - gained through inter­
views of - school personnel and students.
3. Constructed and used the questionnaire for securing data 
on the problem of thesis.
chapter iv
m m szs of data
the responses to the questionnaires were rearranged in tabu­
lar forms to correspond with the three areas of the problems the 
selection, orientation, and preparation of deaconess students for 
service in the Lutheran Church of America* Tims Tables IX through4 f 4
F present the data related to the selection of deaconess students; 
Tables VI through IV Indicate the types, procedures, and ©valua­
tions of orientation process within the training schools; and 
Tables XVI through XXVI reveal the content, ©valuations, and pos­
sible iisprovements or revisions of the curriculum and procedures 
in the training programs which prepare the students for service 
throu#i the Biaeonate.
The tables follow 'the same pattern, in that the columns are 
arranged according to the seven training schools investigated.
Thus the key for each table is consistently followed# The 
initial letter or letters identifies the location of the training 
school* the key for the training schools is as follows;
3 - Lutheran Deaconess Training School, Baltimore, Maryland 
Br - Eben-Bser Mercy Institute, Brush, Colorado 
G - Lutheran Deaconess Training School, Chicago, Illinois
M  - Lutheran Deaconess Association, Port Wayne, Indiana
M * Lutheran Deaconess Training School, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
0 - Immanuel Deaconess Training School, Omaha, Nebraska
P - Philadelphia Deaconess Training School, Philadelphia, Pa*
BP - Executive Secretary and Field Secretary for both the 
Baltimore and Philadelphia schools
78166
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TABLE %
mammmim of betubns or oj^tiomaires
location of t Questionnaires i Questionnaires * Questionnaires
training t Distributed § ■ •.. Betumed . i Unretumed
.School i '" . A* 4
. . , ^ ♦ m " * 1■' ■ t .m ""
Baltiiiire,"' t 1 t ■ * f 1
Maryland. * , 2 .♦ Q...*. I 2 * ? I 0 * o
Brush, .*!'t' 'i'" » t t i
.Colorado. » „ k r 1 ■ .■■&■ -t.. 1 _L .. 1 4 , , 0 , i 0
Shleage, " ♦ I f 4 §
Illinois i 1 I t 1 * 3 1 0 § 0
t1" 1: t' * « I 4
Indiana 1 . 1 . # 4? ,i...1 . .«. 40 f 0 I . 3.__
Milwaukee, » 1 ♦ ' i. 1 1
Wisconsin » 1 f , Jf,- n
i. 1 * ? „ I 0 » 0
Omsdia^ ■t I i 1 1
Nebraska « „■ , ? I 12
t~ .3.r. 12 1 0 • 0
Philadelphia, t 1 ...t t *
Pennsylvania i ... x .. » M t 1 * 10 1 0 I 2
.Seeuiive and'■f" * t
mT. . ... t
Field Secre^ t ♦ t i i I
taries, Baltic* * ■* I t t
more and » 1 * I i t
Fhiladelrhia * 2 i 0 * 2 * 0 i 0 * 0
total J"i" ’ m " * 70 ■ 0 i " T  .
*Key
A ~ Administrators: ■ Directors, Directing Sisters, M&~ 
entire Seeretai7f, Field Worker, Dean of Education
B '-m Deaconess Students 
fable I shows that the response to the questionnaires was a 
one hundred per cent return for the Administrators** only two schools 
did not yield a one hundred per cent return for the deaconess 
students* response, making the average response from all deaconess 
students ninety-three and ninety-seven hundredths per cent.
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Selection of Deaconess Students
It is apparent from Table IX, that .all the training schools
i
do not leave the selection of deaconess students to any one per*- 
son, hut father to a 'Committee on' Admissions or personnel 
Committee* •
In all schools but three -Baltimore, Philadelphia, and port 
Wayne - the Admissions Committee is composed of persons within the 
Training School or the Association and Institution of the School* 
However, Baltimore and 'Philadelphia training schools, governed toy 
the same Church and Deaconess Board, have four persons ~ president 
and three appointed members of the Board of Deaconess Work - in 
addition to the personnel of the training school to determine the 
acceptance or 'rejection of each applicant. Valparaiso University 
officials examine the scholastic ability of students in determin­
ing the- educational qualifications of the applicants to the 
Buthoran Deaconess Association, Fort Wayhs, Indiana, It would seem 
that these three schools take in a more comprehensive group to 
make the final selection of deaconess students than do the other 
four training schools.
rs
Before going' Into specific procedures employed in the selec­
tion of students, it was considered basic to establish whether 
there is a selective process or whether all students are auto­
matically accepted as deaconess students* Table III indicates 
that every training school assumes that every applicant is not 
accepted, but rather that a screening process determines which 
applicants are accepted or rejected.
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TABLE XI
INDIVIDUALS OR GROIF3 SELECTING DEACONESS STODEKTS 
IN TRAINING INSTITUTIONS
Persons Acting " 
upon applications 1 B ■i Br i
ffaliiinig SctfooSe 
c  * m » m * o 4 P 1 BP i Total
Obcmiitee on IdSIIsIons i "t ■§ i T 1 f »“
or Personnel Committee f 2 l 1 i i t 1 t 1 1 t 1 1 2 i 12
Committee compHsing* iT t i # i 9 i f I
Director of Institution i » i i f t t t i
or Association * ■t 1 i t i 1 1 ? « t t 5
Directing Sister '' • 2J t 1 t i ♦ « 1 t ? t 1 t 2 ll
Bean of Education t i « V t t ? • 1 2
Meld" Secretary * 1 t i t l f l 1 t 2 I 4
Siecutlve ''Seoret'ary * f * < »' « i f
of Board of Deaconess f I • i I 1 I 1 t
Work l .1 i * * I i f 1 I 2 i 4
institutional castor' i i t i * i f t f I 1
Executive Committee * t t # f i < I f
or Deaconess Committee » f t i t 1 1 t I I i 2
Sisters» Council t i 1 t ♦ ♦ t 5 i »
1 A
Director o f  Deaconess ♦ # • # "l « t 1 "1
Association and missions t 1 « t t * * » i
Committee of affiliating $ i t i i * t i i
University * t 9 * 1 » t t » i 1
President and three i i » * t t I t 1
appointed members of f t t i t I I t i
Board of Deaconess i f t i 9 » 9 • i
Work * 1 t I * 9 t 9 1 i 2 i A
Distinct Church Presi­ t I I ! « f 1 t 1
dent *  two members of * t f i < 9 1 • i
Deaconess Board Deaconess1 I i , i I i « 1 9 I 1
Key
B ** Baltimore, Maryland 
Br-s Brush, Colorado 
0 * Chicago, Illinois
FiY as Fort Wayne, Indiana 
M « Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
0 st Omaha, Nebraska 
P ss Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
BP * Baltimore and Philadelphia
*PA13T 1® TTT JL«VJpA1Am XalJL
PROCEDURES BmOTSD IS  SELECTION OF STUDENTS
Training Schools
rroceuurea 
Hot every applicant desir­
D
»
or
i.
u
i t
m
t
u
1:
r
t
jur t iox»ax
ing to become deaconess 1 t t< » f f t» f
accented 1 2 i r 1 t 1 ! 1 t ?, t 1 i 2 i 11
Study of application *'2 » 1 r. 1 I 1 * 1 t 3 t 1' 2 i 12
Personal interview of f t t * i t 1 t;
applicant if possible 1 2 t 1 t 1 f r 1 f 1 1 i 8
References "examined *' » r ■*' » i ti r
and followed 1 2 » 1 r 1 » ,* i 1 i li 1 t 2 . 12 .
Types of reference blanks: i I i r i I1' *■>
check list * 2 * t * * i 2 1 t, 2 j 6
prescribed question-*' t t t * I f t
naire ' « f 1 t 1 i 1 « 2 t 1 t 2 « 8
general statement 1 * * t t t t
of applicants per* 1 t t i i » t t
sonality * 1 i 1 t 1 t t 1 » t t 2 i 6
Analysis of autobiography * 3 t 1 t 1 t 1 f 1 t ? t 1 t 2 _l 12
Radiation of medical 1 i t t * * I i
and dental records or * # i I » i 1 t
certificates of health * 2 t 1 i 1 t 1 t 1 t 3 f 1 t 2 « 12
Study of scholastic 1 i « » i » 1 t
records 1 2 i 1 i .1 r 1 t 1 t 3 , I 1 t 2 . 12
Note parental consent or * i » f t t t i
consent of guardian * 2 i 1 t 1 t 1 » 1 1 3 , t ,1 i 2 « 12
Complete health inveh- 1 t « ♦ f t I t
toiy by psychologist and 1 f t t t t » i
psychiatrist at expense 1 t t f 1 * * I
of Board - if in doubt . 1 t i t f » 1 i
about applicant * t t I I * 1 1 I2,,,1 ,„2
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The procedures determining the acceptance or rejection of 
deaconess students vary from school to school* There are a few 
procedures upon vh&ch all training schools agree as basic* study 
of application; references examined and followed; analysis of bio­
graphy; examination of medical and dental records or the certifi­
cate of health; study of scholastic records; and notation of 
parental consent or consent of guardian for applicant to enter 
deaconess training*
Fort Wayne and Omaha schools do not require a personal Inter­
view of the applicant*' .The Lutheran Deaconess association of Fort 
Wayne find it utterly impossible to interview their deaconess stu­
dents since they come from all over the United States* The schools 
at Baltimore and Philadelphia have field secretaries and represen­
tatives on the Deaconess Board who interview the applicant in 
her home surroundings*
The types of references used also vary among the schools*
Some have a prescribed questionnaire which is mainly on person­
ality, character, leadership abilities, interests, and qualifica­
tion for the Diaconate viiich can bo answered in a few words or 
phrases* Other schools require both the prescribed questionnaire
and a general statement on applicant's personality* Wo school uses 
* , 
more than two types of reference blanks* Baltimore and Omaha schools
have a check list in addition to their other fern of references*
The Philadelphia school, in a few instances when in doubt
about an applicant, has required a complete health Inventory by a
psychologist and a psychiatrist at the school* s expense*
A
Table 1? lists the criteria by which each training school 
selects its deaconess students-* 411 schools are in agreement 
with meeting the following conditions* good general health; 
without dependents for financial support,, reference from the pastor 
of the .home church; meiiser of the Lutheran Church; and personality 
ratings indicating leadership and initiative as well as special 
abilities and Interests-*
There In slight variation in the age limitations* Actually 
a H  schools. place the limits f rom eighteen to thirty-five years of 
age*. Baltimore, Fort layne, and Philadelphia schools recognise 
the fact that some students couplet® high school at the age of 
seventeen and thus qualify the age limit as being «under thirty-' 
six** or «up to thirty-five.1*
. When it comes to educational requirements, Brush school per­
mits students who have. completed the eighth grade to apply for 
deaconess training* The other schools require applicants to be 
'hi# school graduates* However, Baltimore,,.Fort Wayne, and Phil­
adelphia students must have taken college preparatory courses in 
their high school training, since their students are trained 
through affiliated church colleges.
Hot the same type of references are required by all the 
training schools. Baltimore and Philadelphia schools request 
references from two former teachers and from personal friends, not 
relatives. Omaha school also requires the latter type of reference, 
The only schools which require a certificate of approval from 
the applicants local parish, or church, are Baltimore and Phila­
delphia.
table iv
: CRITERIA ton SELECTION OF STUDENTS*
i -
Criteria .. . i B 1 Br 1\-
training Schools 
c * Ft * m ; * 0 * P
'Age'
funder1 IS— 
*36 » 35
"# ' 
I:.
ii$*»
35
tl
I
ip he
35 I
Ift#
35
* :
I ■<?■?
♦under
._
Good general health X * X « X : t X » X * X i X
without dependents • • . % } X : X *V .X .f'"X 1 X * X t X
Education— t: ' ll * t » t
Gospleted eighth 1. f ! * i t
grade . ■ . • . «; l 'X '»■ »• t # t
H E X  school graduate -§/ '1' ..X., T 1 • X i X t
' k £$i sciiool graduate I i 1 i t t i
-college preparatory 1;. X  .t 1 i X * i i X
Official tjXnacript «. i * t t t i
high school record . . t i ..X t X I X t X t X
iS&resice required! 1 i I t
Pastor-hoise church *> «k*y Iri.,x 1 . X, .i m-**V « Vrfpu t X t X  .
'?wd former teacKers ’'K X
. ^ , ■'I" *' I t V X
' PeraonaT fiiends, * I t i t t Li
not relatives *. X „ I * f t 1 X i X
Xi^rStlon confimeSt « fl * « t I I
Church member t X « X i t X 1 mm l X i X
l » ■» t t
ish approval of . t. ■ * t i t t i
applicant i X t t i » 1 t X
Personality ratings: f; 1 i t I t t
Emotional stability f; X I « X f X t X t X i X
iealership an'S ' . t, 1 t t 1 i ■ i
..initiative . *: X * X * X I X f ■ -ft ,1 X t X
r' ’ %eciai 'afiiities. 'i1 ! t 1 i i1
and interests t,X 1 X t X t X t X .. t X ! X
4*
^Information obtained from catalogs, brochures, bulletins 
issued by each training school
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The rating of students as to their emotional stability is 
required by a H  schools except Brush.
Basically, these then, are the fundamental criteria for select­
ing deaconess students, but exceptions are permitted occasionally. 
The age limit is lifted particularly for persons beyond thirty- 
five who have had specialised training orexperlences adaptable 
to the service program of the diaconate. Educational require- 
meats are not entirely rigid as some training schools occasionally 
permit students of lesser education to enter training if their 
references, personality ratings, and good general health indicate 
they can serve in areas where educational requirements are of 
lesser importance.
Administrators of each of the seven deaconess training 
schools recommended the measures listed in Table V towards the 
improvement in selection of deaconess students. Actually, some 
of the suggested measures' are already in practice in a few 
schools, particularly in the Philadelphia training school.
The measure to which all administrators agree is that an 
applicant should not be' considered wholly on the basis of being 
called to become a deaconess. Other factors considered are the 
applicants ability, personality, and physical stamina.
the majority of the training schools favor the following im­
provements in selecting deaconess students; (1) a general upgrad­
ing or raising of standards in quality of applicants! {Z) more 
careful screening procedures of applicants! (3) require personal 
interview of each applicant! (4) vary standards to permit stu** 
dents of higher and lesser educational background to enter
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TABLE V
KBASUJffiS HECOlftlENDED BX ADIHNISTBATORS 
FOE IKPBQV12IEf)T IB SELECTING DEACONESS STUDENTS
Measures 9 B * Br «
Training Schools 
Q * m  * M * 0 9\ 9.BP!Total
General upgrading or ' I t 'i 9 t I 1 i ; 1 i
raising standards in t i t » 9 9 i 1., i
quality of applicants t 2 9 1 9 1 * 1 * 1 9 9 9 li 10
Select students within I 9 1 t
, , r , „  | t 9 9 i
standards, not upgrade * i 1 «, 1 9 I 9 li 1
More careful screening t t. 1 t, ’ t. 1 9 9 i
procedures of applicants ♦,. 2 9, 1 f- 1 9. 1 t* 1 8 3 9 t 2i 11
Bequire personal’ inter­ I; 'l. », * 9 I 1 «: 1
view of each applicant 9 2 t. 1 t. 1 9 t 1 » „3 9 1 I 8
ilore than single" Stan** *, 9, I, f. 1 I t »; I
dard of admission: mini* 1 I 1. I, I 9 9 9 i
mum and maximum educa­ 1. 9 1 t. 1 9 9 9 1
tional requirements, i, 1 *, t 9 9 1 1 f
extension of age bracket 9 1 9. 1 I 1 i I 1 9 3 9 9 I 7
Vary standards to "permit *, i 1 1 9 9, 9 9 I
students of higher and i *. t 9 9 9 9! 9 I
lesser educational back­ 9, I I . t I t, 9 9 I
ground to enter training t; 2 9 1 It 1 9 9 1 9 3 9 1 1 1 9
.Difference in "training i . '1; I . 9 9 9 9 1 li 1
applicant need not be t j *, 1 Y 9 1 9 t i
in upper half or third l 1. I 1 1 f 9 I I
of high school class l 2 9 I- I 1 I 9 '9 , 3 9 1 1 , 2 i 10
Applicant in upper half' ■ f f , f 1 9 9 1 9 I
or third of high school l , f I « I 9 I 9 i
class i 9 t 1 1 » 1 9 9 9 i 2
Betteracquaintance » . 1 f t 9 'I' f 9 I
with applicant i t 1 » t 1 « I
9 I 1
Pre-entrance examination t I t I 9 9 9 9 I
(personality, aptitude) t • I 1 9 9 I I I
of every applicant ac­ I « 1 I 9 r 1 9 I
cepted t I 1 t 1 I 9 1 2 9 9 1 1 5
Psychiatric and psycho­ • t 1 1 1 1 9 9 9 9 I
logical examination1 of * t 1 I 1 I 9 9 9 i
all applicants f * 1 I 1 9 9 1 9 i 1
Two years- college* mini­ ■ 1 9 1 9 9 f 1 9 i
mum standard ; 1 1 I * 9 1 * 1 9 2 9 1 I 2 i 8
Aj^licanh not considered '■ » -V J » 9 "f 9 9 9 i
wholly on basis of being t t f 9 9 1 9 1 i
called to become a deaconess t Z » X 1 1 t 1 * 1 9 .3. 1 1 9 2 i 12
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deaconess training; (5) applicant need not necessarily "foe in 'the 
upper half or third of high school graduating class; and (6) t?*o 
years of college as the miniraum standard for entrance to deaconess 
training# . Only three schools * Brush* Chicago * and Omaha *• , recoil** 
laeddia. pre-entrance exastestion. (personality* aptitude) of every 
applicant accepted#
Orientation
In pre-orientation* the, schools vary considerably as to the 
types of materials sent to applicants proliminasy to their accept** 
ance into the training program m  shorn in fable H i
Handbooks containing general informatics of the school and 
program are sent out by Baltimore* Chicago* Fort Wayne* Milwaukee, 
.and Philadelphia training schools*
All schools .indicate that they answer the questions sent in 
by applicants through correspondence*
Both the administrators and the students of all schools* 
except Milmukee* checked brochures of general- information as a 
type of pre-^orientation material sent -and received "to expiate the 
diaconate and the training program*
It is apparent that a few schools *• Baltimore* Fort Wayne* 
Omaha* and Philadelphia - have a wide variety of pre-orientation 
materials to send to their applicants#
the students acknowledged receipt of these pie-orlentation 
materials in varying proportions* dependent* to some degree* upon 
their requests and the changes in types of publicity materials 
distributed from time to time# the deaconess students represent
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TABLE TO .
MATERIALS USED TO ORIENTATE DEACONESS STUDENTS 
TO DXAGONAtE AND THE TRAINING PROGRAM
Pre-Orientation Training Schools
Materials ♦ B * Br t 0 * m  * m * 0 * P * BP* Total
Handbook * general *A~1 * •a—i •A—1 *A—1 t * •A-l* A- 5
information *3-3 » *3-1 *3-27*3-2 *3-4 *3—1 i i S-3B
llet'ter answering *A—2 *A-I *A-l *A-1 *A-X fA~3 *A-1 *A-2 I A-l2
questions *3-4 *3—1 *3-1 *3-14*3-2 *3-9 *3-7 » i S-3S
Mimeographed form - *4—2 ■* V u - T  § *A-3 i t i A- ^
general information *3-5 1 » *3-32*3-1 *3-2 i t i S-40
Brochure oi general *A-1 «A-l *A-1 *A-1 * *A-3 *A-1 fA-2» A-10
information *3-3 *3-1 *3-2 *3-14* *3-5 *3-6 * 1 S-31
* « *A -i * i t t i A- 2
School catalog *S-7 * : « *S-35* ,*3-4 *3-1 t t S-47
SsSilutSifiuL ,,r,iM’i,ifT,T u,'T‘1"'. *A~1 t '* [ t . *A-1 * i A- 2
publications t i t » t *3-2 *3-1, l i S- 3
Books on Deaconess Work * I t ♦ * *3-1 • i i S- 1
fetters of glimpses o? « t « t t * • t i
training school from « i t t i i i t I
deaconesses or deacon­ « i p * * i t t i
ess students *3-7 *3-1 *S-2 *3-15*. *3—1 *3—1 I I S-27
Key
A si Administrators 
S ss Bsaconoss Students
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a range from those in first year in training to the fifth year in 
their training* Changes in leadership within the training schools 
also account for the variations in responses as to types of pre­
orientation materials used and distributed#
In Table TO, the procedures followed in the early stages of 
the orientation process are organised into two periods: pre­
orientation and first week orientation* Some of the procedures 
are checked by both the administrators and the deaconess students, 
while the greater number of checked procedures are responses only 
of the students*
Only four training schools - Baltimore, Chicago, Fort Wayne, 
and Omaha - use the Big Bister Plan whereby a deaconess student 
writes to an incoming student about general Information and 
impressions of the training school*
Just a few students had opportunities to personally contact 
deaconesses, staff members, or administrative officials of the 
deaconess training schools before their enrollment in the school* 
Since interviews are not required, *lthou# desirable, just 
three schools - Baltimore, Milwaukee, and Philadelphia * each had 
a single student come to visit prior to enrollment*
The common courtesies of friendliness and acceptance were 
noted by a large majority of students in each training school*
Both the administrators and the students in each school recog­
nized the effort to become familiar with the new surroundings 
through a tour of the institution or campus. Notejforthy also is 
the fact that many students in each school sensed that they were
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TABLE T O
PROCEDURES FQLLOOT) IK THE EARLY 
STAGES OF 0EXEKTATIOK PROCESS
Procedures i b * Br
Training Schools 
' G * m  • M » O '  P * BP ITotal
Pre-Orientation i t Y * 1.. 9 I « I I
Big Sister Plan 1A-2 * ♦A-l 'A-l « *A-2 * *A-2 * A-B
.personal contacts with i t i t « « i
ijti
i
deaconesses* adminis­ i i * V 1 t i i ■s
trators before enter­ i i t t i * i t i
ing school *S-1 * * *3-2 *3-1 *3-5 *3-2 9 I S—11
* Students visited train­ 9 t i * * 9 * ♦ I
ing school prior to en­ * A—1 t * « i i » * A**l 1 A-2
rollment *3—1 i t * *3-1 * *S-1 9 l S-3
.First 'week orientations t i » t * i '1 Y f |
Met at station ' S—1 'S-l *3-2 *S-3 *3-1 *3-10*S-A t 1 S-22
Directed how to reach i I i i ' i' I » 9
school* coming by car «S-1 t t * 3-5 ' *3-1 «S-3 9 * S-10
Boom ready for occu­ 9 i » t t * i 1
pancy *5-9 'S-i *S~? * 3-37* S-3 *3-12*3-10* ‘ S-75
Friendly greeting i i. i t t 9 9 9
upon arrival ' s—s *S-1 »s*2 *S-38*$-3 *S—12*3—8 1 n S-73
Friendly acceptance as « i t 9 1 i 9 9 9
introduced to each dea­ 1 t * « t 9 9 9
coness and student *5-6 ♦S-l *3-3 *3-37*3-2 *3-12*3-3 9 ' S-69
Helped in being ab­ t 1 « * t 9 9 9 |
sorbed into group * S—s ' 3—1. *3-1 *3-29*3-1 ..*&*1213-8 9 ' S-60
1 Tour "of Institution * A-2 *A-1 *A—1 * A—1 *A—1 *A-3 *A-1 * A—1 ; A-n
of campus *s-a '3*1 *3-31*3-1 *3-10*3-8 9 1 S-62
Get acquainted parties i t » I i 9 9 9
| i . 
1
and picnics * 5-9 t *3-1 *3-31* .__ • S-1HS-5 1 ' S-57
Personal interviews and i i J1, * i i 9 t i
I '
informal contacts with. i i * i t 9 9 9
1
students « t t I 9 * »S-1 t 1 S-l
Formal, introduction - » ♦ t 1 f 9 9 9
Sisters' meetings, meet­ i t * 1 1 9 t 9 1
ings m t h  students *3-1 i »S*3 *3-19* *3-9 * 3-2 I J S-3A
Key - A » Administrators
S » Deaconess Students
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helped in becoming absorbed into the group of deaconesses and 
students*
During and after the early stages of orientation procedures, 
t|ie types of information presented to the new students varied in 
methods and in nature* Table fill indicates the procedures 
followed in the seven schools as checked both by the administrators 
and the students *
The manner of imparting information to the new students was 
through group conferences and individual explanations to pre~ 
pare them for adjustments in institutional living and the train* 
ing program they would follow* The one student from Brush, 
naturallyi was given only individual explanations*
A H  of the students from Blush, Chicago and Milwaukee schools 
and two-thirds or more of the students from Baltimore, Fort Wayne, 
Omahaj and Philadelphia schools realised that it m s  taken for 
granted that they would already know or would learn f rom general 
observation*
Eealizjing 'that not all- information can be given or grasped 
in the early stages of orientation, quite a few students from 
most of the schools recognized it m s  wiser to receive some types 
of information whenever such situations arose.
A H  the administrators of the seven schools checked that 
they and their staff had explained the institutional plan of 
living and regulations their school f ollowed*
Three means of orientating the new students appeared to bei 
(!) retreat or workshop conferences, (2) printed or mimeographed
3a
TABLE nil
procedures in p m m m m n o M  of xkfoshatioh
FOE GRIMTATIOfl OF SlODBif
’ .draining School
, procedures......._. * B * Br * C t m  * M f 0 1 p 1 BP Total
Group conferences during. I • » 1 t 1 t t i
first weeks prepare stu- t I » * t i * t
dents for adjustments in i 1 i * * f 'S t
institutional living and * A-l 1 • *A-1 * •A-l * A-l « A-4
school program *3 -6 » . . .*3-2 *3-34* S-l *3*3 *s~e t s-59
Inf ormation explained "in- ‘ r t ' * 1 ! i t
dividually during first ‘i * =» » i I i i i
weeks *S—4 ■•s-l * *3-9 * *S-1 *3—4 t S-19
Some things taken for ' * i  * i t I i «
granted student should * ■ 1 l I i * t ■ i
know or learn from 1 I * t l 1 t i
general observation *S-6 *S-1 *S-3 *3-34*5-3 *3-11*3-9 i S-67
left until situation * I ' « « » * I t i
arose for giving informa­ i  ■ * • I * t i I I
tion of institutional i 1 1 f t i t *
living . *3-5 I • l ■ * 3—10* $—1 *S-5 *3-5 V S-26
Satiations' ’ given stu­ t 1 " ' 1 t '' » ' ' T
r|rwn,i ~i
dents by upper class ■t '« 1 t t 1 I *
counselors: ’» - * 1 ■■. *3-1 * • I i • •* S - l
InstSStiSnai plan of * '» ‘ i t i 1 » 1
living and regulations t - » * * i i  * t I
explained by adminis­ I  *- f » < * * ■ t ■ t
tration and staff •A-2 *A—1 1A-l A A ^ llA d L 11-3. 1 A-l A-ll
'Retreat or workshop con-' ♦ I" i i i « • t
ferences for orientation » i '« • * A—1 * . *A-3 *A-l *A-1 A-6
Printed or mimeographed l * t 1 I » i t
directions of school pro­ f i t i i t • *
cedures and regulations *3-9 * *S-1 *3-19*3-1 *3-9 *3-5 i S-44
discussed in group con­ t t i t » ! t «
ferences t » * i t 1 » *
Orientation course in * A-l t  ’* 1 t" ' i 1 ■ « i i A-l
curriculum t • * *3-2 * I i i S—2
Stated time provided - t l t i i t • i' “1
individual counseling VA-1. * I • A-l * « •A-l 1 A-l A—4
Optional opportimities , 1 *  : ' t i " *
|  .trt- » i t t
for counseling t I  < *  * A—I t 1 t A-l
Key - A * Administrators
I f ©O&COness Students
directions of school procedures and regulations* and (3) orienta­
tion course in the curriculum. A few schools indicated that they 
provided either stated times or optional opportunities for 
counseling as mother means of orientation.
Background experiences, training, intelligence, emotional 
maturity, social adaptability, and personality traits are a few 
of the factors vfatch determine, to some degree, the individual1^  
ability to meet new and difficult adjustments, as welt as the 
conditions encountered and the guidance or orientation provided 
in making adjustments. Variations in kind and degree of adjust­
ments were indicated by the deaconess students, as would naturally 
be anticipated. There was no complete agreement as to which ad­
justments -were common to all students • ' However, a few adjustments
stand out as being difficult for quite a few students from each
*►
school, except Brush whose student stated there were no difficult 
adjustments for her. Throe of the most difficult adjustments 
appeared to bet (1) regulation of hours for study, recreation, 
and proper rest; (2) change from making personal choices and 
decisions independently to following code of behavior within the 
diaconate; and (3) not knowing to whom responsibilities were due 
because of being supervised by so many persons* It would seem 
that the first difficulty might be overcome by the administra­
tive staff in planning their training program to include suffi­
cient hours for study, recreation, and rest| and by the counsel­
ors in aiding the students to work out a time schedule to balance 
the. hours individually needed for study, recreation, and rest*
The second difficult adjustment to be met is dependent upon the 
policy of each school, whether it fosters and encourages a
1*0
i
democratic spirit among the group* or they suppress their siu- 
dents to an authoritarian or autocratic control* When students 
do not knew to whom responsibilities are due in that they are 
supervised by so many persons* it Wduld imply that the orients- 
tion process had been negligent in working out and informing 
students of the line of authority and the corresponding responsi­
bilities to each person in authority*
In contrast with the adjustments listed by the deaconess 
students are the improvements and the total number of students 
who suggested the following ways to satisfy their needs*
Included in outings* musical events* and 
other cultural programs deaconesses enjoy
Group conferences in learning to know and 
appreciate personalities of those living 
together in dormitory or deaconess home
Advance notice of coming assignments
Positive approaches and presentations 
during group and individual conferences
Information in traveling procedures and 
etiquette
It is significant that these improvements converge towards' socials 
i&ing students1 experiences more adequately* thereby giving them 
a sense of security* recognition* and belonging to the group* 
the next step in aiding students to adequately meet the ad­
justments in new surroundings and experiences and to satisfy their 
basic psychological needs* seems to be that of providing counsel­
ing services which are available to all the deaconess students*
h6 students
k$ students 
h3 students
36 students
23 students
The counseling personnel within each school varies as to 
number and the types of individuals used for that purpose* Most 
of that seems to be governed by the organisation of the school# 
the persons qualified or available for counseling# and the number 
of students enrolled in the school# Brush# Chicago# and Milwaukee 
schools designate the directing Sister and the institutional 
pastor to counsel their students* Baltimore and Philadelphia in­
stitutions appoint the directing sister# dean of the training 
school# class instructors# and a special person known as coun­
selor of all students for their counseling personnel. Philadel­
phia also adds twee other persons to their counseling staff# the 
institutional pastor and the field work supervisor* Deaconess 
students of the Fort Wayne training school attend Valparaiso Uni­
versity and are counseled by their class instructors# a special 
person designated to counsel deaconess students# and the house­
mother of the Chapter House where the students reside# The Omaha 
school specifically directs its students to the dean of the train­
ing school# and also encourages students to counsel with the insti­
tutional director# directing sister# and class instructors*
Table IX lists the personnel within the Deaconess Training 
Schools who counsel students and the number of students who sought 
their guidance#
It is interesting to note that the deaconess students sought 
guidance both from their assigned counselors as well as other 
persons whom they chose for counseling purposes* Those additional 
counselors weret other deaconess students# selected deaconesses# 
pastors of their home church# parents and members of immediate
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TABUS XX
PBH30H3 WO GIVE COIBSSLXflO TO STUDENTS
Persona oought by stu­
dents for counseling i B i
Training Schools 
Br « G * m  * U
i
* 0 i P ‘Total
Director of Institution t * ♦ t 13 1 I i ? i 1 19
Directing Sister "' nn " ^  " i 5 i i' t -3 * f t „ , S
■ ^ "■
9 1 23
Semi of Education i 7 t i » I t 6 t 1 ' H .
SlaSs'room .Sstmctors t #,■
» t » 6 I i t IU1 i 2 1 15
9Samr idWcoaes® students i 7 I t i 31 1 i r15 t 9 1 59
Deaconesses selected ....
mn* pn"'2' t 'i t t f k I 2 t 0 » 4 1 22
Institutional castors ’ f t i t l i '2 t i 1 t 1 1 6
Pastors of home church I 1 t i t 10 t t i 5 * 16
Parentsr and members of
nr ^ i 1 1 t t t i
immediate family t 1 t t I i 2^ f i i 3 1 32
Personal friends apart f •" i t t « i '"I -
£rom diaconat© 1 t i t l * 14 I « 2 t 3 1 21
Campus c o S S 3 £ S ? ' 1 1 i * 7 t i i ^  7
Student ©ounseior ** I I i » i f t t
deaconess 1 1 » f I f I * 1 1
Housemother 1 t t t 33 « i t ?, 13
Boom counselor - student 1 t t r 2 1 t « _________• 2
Hoiae church deaconess I 1 f i # t i i .
Ircsediate" superyisor ' t f t t t t i
of field placement 1 I # t t i 1 2 1 2
Salse ?S>fkert director 1 ’ t i t t i t i
of field placement < i f t 1 i I 1 1 1
Co~YJorkers t # * t J t lM1 t 1 '* 1
Big Sister t 1 i * 't t « i 1 1
1*3
family* personal friends apart from diaconate* home church dea­
coness* immediate supervisor of field placement* caseworker or 
director of field placement* co-workers* and Big Sister* »
In fable X are found the types and plans of -counseling 
services noted by the administrators* and their viewpoints about 
counseling'Services.# ; ‘
The training school in Chicago has no definite counseling ■’ 
program at present since their students affiliate with the Bible 
School in Chicago and also because they are in the process of- 
transferring their deaconess training program to Minneapolis#
All the training schools either provide a definite program 
of counseling or leave it to the students* initiative to ttilise 
the available counseling services#
Although most of the schools assign each student to a 
specific person to be their counselor* with a few exceptions* the 
administrators of the same schools permit their students to select 
another person as their counselor* The greater majority of these 
same administrators are consistent in their opinions that students 
should be allowed the privilege of selecting counselors#
A resemblance is noted in that the three schools - Baltimore* 
Fort Wayne* and Philadelphia - who provide stated times for coun­
seling also have group conferences* while the four schools - 
Brush* Chicago* Milwaukee* and Omaha - who have no stated times 
for counseling have no group conferences or only upon the request 
of the student#
All the administrators* except the one from Milwaukee*
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TABUS X
COUNSELING SERVICES - ADMINISTRATOR^ VIEWPOINTS
Counseling Services ♦ B t Br t
Training Schools 
0 * m  * M * 0 9 P 9 BP !Total
l e H S t e  program of coun­ t i » i I 1 i T i'
seling services provided i i » i 1 9 9 9 i
each student t 1 t » * 1 1 t ,3 1 1 f 1 i 7
Counseling services left * i « i 9 f i‘u 9 i
to each student’s initial » t i » 9 9 i 9 i
tive t 1 * 1 t t 1 t ,...1 9 9 9 1 * 5
fitch evident assi^ied to t i t t # 9 ' 1 i
specific person for coun­ t l i t 9 t 9 9 i
seling during training t t t 1 f 1 9 1 1 ,2 9 1 9 1 i 7
Students1 not assigned to' t t t t 9 9 9 9 i
a specified counselor t 2 t 1 i 1 1 9 t 1 1 i 4
Arrangements planned so i i t t 9 « V" 1 i
each student uses coun­ i i t i 9 I 9 9 i
seling services t , 2 i i 1 i 1 9 I ■?, 9 1
9 2 I 10
Student s' permitted to t t t t 9 f 9 t i
select counselor t 2 1 1 * 1 9 I » 2,, I 9 2 * 8
Students not permitted "rt * t f t # 9 9 i
to select counselor t t i t 1 I 1 9 1 1 9 i 3
Students' be' aliened t t t f 9 9 9 9 i
privilege selecting i t > 1 t 9 1 I 9 i
counselor ♦ 2 i 1 i 1 t t 9 ,2 1 1 t 2 * 9
Students not be allowed t i t 9 « 9 9 9 i
privilege of selecting i i * 1 9 9 9 1 t
counselor « « i I 1 9 1 9 1 9 9 i 3
fiequSit' voluntary seek­ ’1 » 1 1' 1 9 1 f ' 9 i
ing for guidance « 2, 9 1 l 1 9 1 1 I 3.
1 1 9 2 i 11
Stated t imes— courts ellng i 2 l" 1 »' 1 9 9 * 1 9 1 * 5
No stated times for i t l 9 9 9 « 9 *r
counseling t « 1 1 1 1 9 1 1 2 1 f l * 6
Group conferences - c 1 l I I 9 9 9 i
for counseling t 2 * t f 1 9 9 r 1 9 2 i 6
No group conferences pro­ t t l 1 9 9 9 I i
vided for counseling 9 9 1 « 1 1 t 9 ? t 1 i ?
Group conferences only
; i t « i 9 1 9 t 1
on request of student 9 ■ t 1 1 t 9 1 9 9 9 i 2-
Students’permitted to ' 1' ■ t 9 » 1 9 9 9
,"r
arrange for conference 1 9 f « J 9 9 9 i
idien needed 1 2 1 1 1 1 9 1 ♦ 1 9 3 9 1 9 2 » 12
Anecdotal records kept of 
each student _
t t t i » t t t I
i « 1 » » 1* I t  i l  i i 4
• 'HI ■'■■! "I ' l il 1 ■' I  I ....''... I' l.........  II" 1..      —........ -......  | |
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observed their students frequently seeking guidance voluntarily. 
Every school permits all the students to arrange for counseling 
conferences whenever needed* - /.
Hot all training schools have attempted to keep anecdotal 
records of their students* Brush, Fort Wayne, Milwaukee, and 
Philadelphia schools have launched, out in that direction thus far* 
'In contrast to"the administrators* observations and view­
points of counseling sendees, the deaconess students have ex­
pressed their preferences and opinions of counseling services 
as indicated in Table XI*
In the pairings of preferences, there appears to be an 
almost equal number who approve or disapprove each of the various 
plans and methods in counseling used by all schools., except one* 
The Fort Wayne students consistently had more individuals 
approving than disapproving the listed procedures, than did stu­
dents from any of the other schools*
Comparing Tables X and XI,. it appears that administrators 
and students in their respective schools agree somewhat when it 
comes to having assigned counselors, stated times for. counseling, 
.and arranging for counseling conferences* More students from , 
Fort Wayne and Milwaukee prefer- selecting counselors than those 
who do not, while their respective administrators think the 
students should not be permitted to select their counselors*
With the exception of the students from Chicago and Milwaukee 
schools, more students in the other schools like both plans of 
having stated times and arranging for additional conferences as 
needed for counseling than those who do not favor both plans*
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tAHLB I I
OCTOSELXMG DEVICES *  S P W S * VIEWPOINTS
Counseling Services » B t
■ training' Schools 
Br * C * PW * M * 0 i P 'Total
Prefer Being assigned to ' t « i i t ■ § *TnT™ “i -..
a specified counselor t i i i i * t i
throughout period of train* i i » t i * t i
ing or until acquainted « t i t i t i
m t h  personnel t 4 t 1 * 1 i 24 * a * nl » 6 ' 43...
prefer not being assigned i. i i t t i i
to a specified counselor t A 1 * 2 i U  1 2 * 7 » 3 1 33
Prefer selecting a coun* t” t i ' i. t i
selor t 4 * 1 * ? t 22 1 2 ! ID » S 1 47
Prefer net sSectSg' a f i
Mq. | i t i" i
counselor i A i 1 t 1? * 1 * 1 ,i 2 ' 25
think there should be t i 1 i
; » * . rf- . t
stated times for counseling t h t I I t 22 » 1 ,3 t 7 1 39
Sink'tSere' should not "'he 1 .' t 9 » t '• 1 f f ni
stated times for counseling t ? i I 2 * l? » ,3 1 7 t 2 ' 36
prefer arrangSg for coun* t t " ' I t t t t
seling conference as t t I i i * i 1
needed I S I t 2 i 27 • 10 t A . 1 51
Bather not 'Singe 'for t i f i t i
counseling conference i 4 t t 1 t 12 1 t 2 t 5 1 24
like both plans of having ' T, t .1 t i
,.nrr i
stated times and arranging 1 I I I f f 1 i
for additional conferences I l t t t I * i
as needed for counseling I 7 i , .3. * 1 I 3$ * 1 a i 9 ' 56
Wot' liking Both plans of 1 I i i t t t
stated times and additional 1 l t t i I » I
conferences for counseling t l * i 2 I 6 » 2 * 4 t 1 1 16
Believe group' conferences 1 t i « « t t r i
can be used for counseling % t V t t 9 t I
purposes t a I I. * 3 i 4 & f.n?J 7 » 10 1 74
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There is almost one hundred per cent of the students who 
believed that group conferences could be used for counseling 
purposes^ the exceptions being Baltimore ~ one student dissenting - 
and Omaha - three students disagreeing with the others in their 
group.
Table H I  indicates the students* evaluations of helps they 
received in adapting to the diaconate. More than half of the 
students in each school noted observed these helps: enthusiasm 
of deaconesses In service* communal living-feeling of belonging* 
and the emphasis upon privilege of service in the diaconate.
Other helps checked by quite a few students from six schools were? 
encouragement and guidance of instructors* opportunities made 
available to secure information and counsel whenever needed! and 
realistic explanations and understanding that deaconesses are 
human* not perfectionists, dome of the other helps checked are 
stated somewhat similarly to those already noted.
In fable XIII the deaconess students evaluated the orientation 
procedures followed in their schools. Except for one student each 
in the Milwaukee* Omaha* and Philadelphia schools* there was eobh 
plete agreement that the procedures and regulations of training 
were explained clearly and definitely* or to some degree* and 
repeated when necessary* to all the students. Quite a few stu­
dents in each school indicated that opportunities were provided 
them to cake their needs known to a Sisters* Council or to a 
representative of such a planning council. Almost all of the 
students knew at least to some degree what to expect in
TABLE X II
EVALUATIONS OF HELP EEGEIVJiD BY 
STUDENTS IN ADAPTING TO DIACONATE
Helps t B «
" " Training1 Schools 
Br * C * fat * M t 0 i F 1 Total
Encouragement arid guidance V" t ... . V m» ; t ■ I
of instructors i 6 * I 1 1 n t ,1 t i ?1
Observed enthusiasm of t » I i i f 1
deaconesses in service t 6 * 1 * ? I 21 i 1 i 6 i 8j . 4.6
fiomiSial livinglfeeiing- t
,r..1 .n,, ■u #'■ I i i i i
of belonging i 6 *-.,1 1 * 32 » 1 t ? t 8 i 56
Close ’ fellowship with 1 t v % I i t I i
staff, members- • t 8 * ♦ 2 t 8 i « 6 i ~Aj_, 28
Op^rtuiJiies ■ made -avail-* t “ 1 * ' f
. j^.i t i 1 i1 i
able to secure information i i r I i t i i
and counsel when needed i ■ 4-1 1 « 1- I 28 i
t 5 i ■ 4 ! 4?
Sph&sis upon pSSlege ' V • 1 V' # i V' 1
of service in Diaconate t 4 \ ' 1 ■ 1 t 20 i 1 i B t ? 1 42
itSa^ ! t 1 t t t* t l
and understanding that 1 i 1 t s i t l
deaconesses are human* not t i I t t i i 1
perfectionists I 6 * 1 ■? f 28 i J i t 7 i 51
Deaconess students living 1 ..... i 1 I t * i i 1
together in one building t 9 1 t i t « It' | 1
F e lio ^ h ip  w ith  "le&eohess " ’ ' V I I i i t i'" 1
students and other dea­ I t t « t t i 1
conesses 1 I < 1 t 1 * i 1 i -ii-imiJ 4
0p$Kui&&7 lor aciuS ; "n'n^ I 1
,yr ■'*" t t i 1
service during clinical V I i 1 « t i 1
period ■ .......... i * t t * i 1 i 1 { | 2
C&eat” el^hasisr upon personal “ i 1 i i 'i » t 1
devotions -  helps and sug­ » 1 t t t i t 1
gestions. planned time » 1 * 1: « » t t 2
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table x m
DEACONESS STUDENTS' EVALUATIONS OP PRESENT ORIENTATION PROCEDURES
Training Schools
Evaluations 1 B * Br » € 1 Bt y M 1 0, 1 P Total
Procedures and ' reflations' ’ t 1 1 t iJ 1 1
of training explained « 1 » » t t y
clearly and definitely (or 1 t 1 » t 1 f
to acme degree), repeated f ■« * r t V A
as neoeasarr. t 9 • 1 » ? 1 40 t a * n t ? 75
Op^rtuniHes pk^vldei t « 1 t I M  » I
students to make needs known 1 « 1 t 1 i 9
to Sisters1 Council or f « 1 t 1 t t
representative of such a t « ■t i « 1 t
planning council i ,? # 1 * a » I 2 1 ■ S t a 44
lo o^orti3ii¥ies prbvidSJ V » t « » 1 t'
to make needs known to t » t * t * 1
Sisters1 Council or to a 'f i 1 * « t f
representative of council » 1 * t ♦ 6 1 t a 1 1 10
So occasion1 needed for t .n-t. rf, ~ 1 t t f f1'
making needs known to Sisters1* I t 1 1 t 1
Council or a representative r 1 r t t 1 f
of such a council 1 3 * 1 1 t ? 1 t 7.1 18
Student's Knew* "or to soicb ' 1 "1 1 '%■ 1 ™ ■ T
.y ,
degree,, what to expect in i 1 i 1 y * «:
institutional living be­ r T r * v r 1
fore arrival. 1 9 ’ 1 * ? t ?a 1 3 * 10 t a 72
Taken for granted that each 1L f 1 « i 1 y
student would make'inquiries 1 1 t r i' 1 1
about institutional living 1 4, L 1 * t ? t i 1 y 11
So Information volunteered ' »■' i ■t y * 11 ,! »:
by personnel of training y r « r 1 1 1
school *■' r ■f 1 y y 1 r y 1 3
Eeceived. info rmtion 3 . costs , is 1 t ■«: t t
program, admission require** t f' » t r t 1
meats and, school procedures t 9 . 1 1 37 r 1 * S, 1 a 67
EecelVed paaSaS'fifofmationt'f « t t » * 1* 1
costs, program, admission 1 1 1 t 1 1 1
requirements, procedures of 1 * « 1 i t t
training school « y r 1 * 1 1 .1. 1 a 1 « a 11
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institutional living before arrival at the school* Just three 
students (one each from Chicago, Milwaukee, and Philadelphia) 
checked that no information m s  volunteered by personnel of the 
training school* Most of the students received information, or 
partial information, concerning the costs, program, admission 
requirements, and procedures of training school before enrolling 
in the training school*
fable XIV contains the students* evaluations of information 
not received or explained unsatisfactorily during orientation 
procedures*
fhe one student from Brush checked none of the items, while 
the Chicago students checked only twos (l) telephone system 
within institution and the city dial system, and (2) possibilities 
of securing late leaves .
Fort Wayne, Omaha, and Philadelphia students checked the 
greater number of types of information desired which they did not 
receive in the orientation procedures of their schools* It 
appears that the information desired was chiefly related to the 
rules and regulations within the training school; possibly, too 
much was taken for granted by the training school staff, or the 
manner in which the Information was imparted may not have been 
clarified through the proper channels among the administrators 
and the staff of the training schools. Whatever the causes for 
improperly or unsatisfactorily dispensing the needed information, 
the orientation procedures in most of the schools reveal they can 
be improved.
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TABLE X I?
STUDENTS* EVALUATION OF INFORMATION NOT 
RECEIVED IN ORIENTATION PROCEDURES
EfoEsatlon lackEg o r ..
explained uns atisfactorily ft ft
TrainE^ 
Br * C *
I Schools 
IW * M * 0 1 P fTotal
Telephone'«ys<iSSa within' t ft » .. ft" 1 I i1 T"
institution and city dial ft 1 r ft t » t 1
system t 1 1 t ,,l 1 ft. 1 * 1
1 ?
MftnEh 'out for m©als i ft ‘ r i . - ft 1 1 1 * i 1 l x
"1
4
S i f E g o K  S e n  of? t ft t » t ft
campus i 1 t I 12 « 2 » 1 t 1 I 16
PossEHKles 0 '^ securing i i i 1 » t ’ft "1
late leaves i t t 1 * 17 ft -*rJL 1 t .,2
1 22
iSooise "acqfcSnteiS with city*- V' 1 ' 1 t 1 »:' ' ‘1
cultural, recreational, 1 1 ft ft » t t 1
coiimmication, shopping t ft 1 ft 1 » ft 1
facilities 1 J 1 1 ft 15, 1 1 * 6 f A
1 29
Heins E  studv aids ' ' 1 ft
. n r. ..ft 1 "i'1 I " "4 "1 1
To vAoia to report itien sick? 4 ‘ *' f ft t
..u  ^ . t
and unable to report for duty ft I 1 ft 6 1 4 6 1 2 1 14
Eundry briviief s I i t t 1 2 « " ' ^  ft ' 1 3
iStatus and 'paSticIpatloJi I ft Tr r
• t » f 1 «J 1 ’ft
in local churdiiactivities » 1 t * 1 ft ft I « 1 ?,
S e v d m  room privileges r X uv
M*. «| 1 t t
'lames of' listers residing * 1 1 1 ‘ft1,' t 4 '"ft
in Deaconess House and gener­ i 1 * ft * 1 « 1
al outline of their work , ft 1 ft ft » 1 » 1 1 1
Rules Ed reflations t t 1 ft 1 f t
of institution ............. i 1 1 ft ft i * 1 1 1
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TABLE XV
ummmmTs m obtestation moomoms
PROPOSED BX ADMINISTRATORS
Training Schools
Improvements * B i Br t Q » m  * H i 0 *. m .v t p iFTTIir BP'Total
PfUvfiSITa Handbook of ♦' * » t § i 1 ...
general information to 1 I t i f i 1 1 1
send to each student for * « i i t t I t I
study and analysis be- 1 i i i t t 1 1 l
fore arrival on campus 1 1 i 1, i 1 1 » 1 t £  1 ■ f 1 7
Counseling services pro-' V f *, i t « 1 t ■ -" ■ 1
vided students, individu-* i t t t t 1 1 i
ally and in group confer-1 i i t t i t t i
ences 1 2 '»■ 1 1 1 * t 1 t 1 t 1 * 1 7
Retreat or. workshop for 1 i i t i t t «
all deaconess students in* t t i • t i t I
training with incoming * i i t i i t t I
students during first 1 « » « § I • f -f
week of school term f 1 i 1 t 1 • » i
?■ \ 1 *
i y
I£X isle ter Plan used ’ 1 2 M. f" " X " * « 1 * " 2 * I 1 ^
Disciplinary measures ' * i '«' • ' 1 .....* t t 1 ... ..i ........
handled by person other * t t * * , I * t
than counselor 1 1 i 1 i i « ' i 2 * 1 ' 4
Personal visits by dea- ' 1 t i < t i rt 1 u
conesses on college cam- 1 i t i t t t 1 i
pus where deaconess 1' t i • i 1 t t i
students are enrolled 1 t t f i I i » 1« 1sm i1.
Table X? lists the improvements, in orientation procedures pro­
posed by the administrators* The director of the Fort Wayne training 
school, and the executive secretary and field secretary of, the Joint 
staffs of the Baltimore and Philadelphia training schools did not 
check any of the improvements listed in the questionnaire, nor did 
they add any suggestions to the proposed list* However, at least 
two suggestions appeared favorable to. the other administrators:
(1) to provide a Handbook of general information for pre-orientation; 
and (2) counseling services, individually and in group conferences, 
provided students. Other noteworthy suggestions are conducting a 
retreat or workshop for incoming students during first week of school 
term, and using the Big Sister Plan.
Preparation for Service
In this area of the study, consideration was given chiefly 
to the content, procedures, and possible improvements of the 
training programs of the seven deaconess schools surveyed.
Before analysing the content of the training programs, it is 
interesting to note that all the administrators of the deaconess 
training schools agreed it was not necessary for all faculty mem­
bers to be deaconesses. However, they were not all in accord as 
to the proportion which should be deaconesses. Ihose v&o advo­
cated that a large proportion of faculty members be deaconesses 
were the administrators of the Omaha and Philadelphia schools; the 
two administrators of Baltimore school were divided in their opinions; 
one favored a large proportion and the other a small proportion of 
faculty members being deaconesses. Then #ien it came to the ac­
creditation of the f aculty members there were also divided opinions. 
Administrators in the Baltimore, Fort Wayne, and Philadelphia
* i * 1 *
schools agreed that all faculty members in the training schools 
should be accredited for teaching on a level of higher education - 
college level. On the other hand, administrators from Brush, 
Milwaukee*. and Omaha favored some faculty members being accredited 
for teaching on a level of higher education. The directing sister
t  i , ‘ ■
from Chicago made no comment on the accreditation of the faculty.
Table XVI reveals the content of the training program as 
observed by the administrators.
From the responses in this table, the results are interpreted 
theoretically and practically. Theoretically, the schools, except
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TABLE XVI
CONTENT OF TRAINING PROGRAM - ADMINISTRATORS
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Training schools 
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first year ' 1 i 1 t l 1 i f ♦, « 1 i 3
Variations •- riot taking it * f t I » t i
same basic course: 1 t i t t t i * i
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had course . *; ■ I X i I. i % 1 2 I- l 9 X i 7
6oiSst£c ass'for some, ' *■ * ♦ ■t « * «. 9 Ei
.liberal arts for others *' t.- 1 t t t 1 t t 1 1 2_ _
?lrdSt.fi>ns adapted to h i. I, I i1 ■ t ■1 t' 1
background and academic * t. r f t » I 9. i
training of each student * i t, i f i 1 t *. l »; 1 3
Variations according to. i. t I, t ». 9, t "1
ability and capacity of % t t I t 9 f t i
student * t 1 i, t ♦ » t t 1 » 2
Type' of 'service student” ? 1 », t. i t; f. I' 1
being trained for ~ % », l, ■f i t 9 t I
basis of potentialities' % * * * V 1: f. t I
■and desires f t 1 « X f i f I X ■ t X » U
^ r i ^ o n s  according to * i i} t f 1 f t;
type of work student * f t t * t ■'9 t i
can best handle * I I t t t 1 f * ♦ X 1 3
Testing facilities * 1 t. '1' 1 X ♦ f $. * 1 t 2 1 $
Mo' testing facilities . * ■I' » . i I;' t t ■ i 1 t, ■ *; J 3 _
Testing and interpreting * i I, 1 ♦ t ! i
done by experts in near- * t< f 1. * t 9 « i
by college or university V - * V 9 t f; t. t I
or through psychometric * *; I. 1 i I f 1 i
cal Service ........ * I * #, i 1 1 t * 1 1 ♦ 2 1 8
Tests prepared iby'Bni- * t 1 « » i I* 1 i
varsities* used by trains* t, ?■ t * 9; I t I
ed personnel within . 1 f t f i 1 t ♦: i
training school * ■ K t f t ♦ t » f 1 1
Mvanced e&catlon encouk^' I » 1 t t 9 l i1
aged among capable * I; t t * 1 * 9 I
students....  r . *<J 2 I i 1 i t 1 t i I ■? f 1 1; 2 '12
Sell^ous aemvSles' ■ T k 1 "i 1 ■'1 1 1 t i I 3 1; 1 i 2 *12
iiecwtion -' piysicSl ‘ * 1 i 'V; * I l; ».■ i
education *■ W » t i i 1 f i 1 ? f 1 f 1 '10
Social activities *" 2 f 1 x t i t X t 3 l X 9 1 * 10
Cultural opportunities * 2 I f X t i * 1 i 1 l 1 t 1 1 'g
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Brush and Chicago* provide the same basic training for every stu* 
dent the first year* In practice exceptions .are made since the 
administrate rs indicated that variations were allowed in order to 
meet such conditions ast excuse students from courses previously 
taken* adapt the program to the background and academic training 
of each student* and adjust the training to the type of service for 
which each student was being trained*
All schools, except Brush and Milwaukee * provide testing fa­
cilities which are either handled by experts in a nearby college 
or university or through Psychometrieal Service in the vicinity 
of the schools, or prepared by universities and used by trained 
personnel in the deaconess school*
Capable students are encouraged and provided opportunities 
for advanced education in all the training schools*
Four types of activities are found in all schools* except 
Brush which has only religious activities* The other schools 
have in addition to religious activities? recreation which also 
includes physical education, social activities, and cultural 
opportunities*
Table XVII shows the administrators1 evaluations of the 
training program*
Very few comments were given by the directing sister of 
Chicago since their-program is carried out mainly by an affiliated 
Bible School in that city*
Brush indicated that their class and study schedules were 
comparable to upper high school standards, while the other schools
'i
rated theirs as comparable to colleges.
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ADMINISTRATORS' EVALUATIONS OF TRAINING PROGRAM
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TABLE XVII (continued) 
ADMINISTRATORS' EVALBATIONS OF TRAINING PROGRAM
. . .. Evaluations » B .* .Br i
Training Schools' 
C 4 m  4 U 4 0 i *, t BP T o ta l
No courses in peraonneX '4 t i t .. t I t «
management and mainten- 4 t i » 1 i «
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Sor Sf¥ud0«tT»1 ■11 i t i « i »
to evaluate each course 4 t i » t 1 9 t
and m>rk experience dun- * * i t i 1 « «
ins first year training * i 4 1 i r i t X i 1 « 2 6
SppoHunities not^ ''offereStr"9 ■ i f »
rrr, £■ * *
students to evaluate each4 t 9 9 « 1 « t
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™
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desires of Lutheran Church « i i 9 I i i
for services of deacon- 4 « » « i t t t
essess 4 t t i % t t t
Beligioualy equipped 4 a 4 l i 1 4 X 4 1 4 A 9 1 4 2 12
FyfesSonaiiy skilled ,4 , ?, L i i "l"4 ' i ui"T'4 X t t t 2
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One of the Omaha administrators rated their library facili­
ties as inadequate* ’while all the other administrators either 
considered their library facilities to be adequate or somewhat 
adequate but could be improved.
Baltimore* Fort Wayne* and Philadelphia schools train their 
students through affiliated church colleges and* thus were con­
fident that their orgraniaation and administration of curriculum 
compared to levels and standards of church colleges# The other 
administrators indicated that they were attempting to bring the 
organisation and administration of the curriculum up to the level 
of church colleges. However* one of the three administrators in 
the Omaha school dissented and rated the curriculum comparable to 
church colleges#
Only two schools - Baltimore and Fort Wayne - stated that 
their system or training developed students in the best possible 
way* the others wera hopeful in that they felt their systems 
somewhat satisfactorily developed the students in the best possible 
way.
dust three administrators recognized hindrances in their orien­
tation and training program for developing wholesome Christian per­
sonalities! one from Baltimore* another f rom Philadelphia* and the 
other from the joint staff of Baltimore and Philadelphia schools.
The administrators in all schools* except two from Omaha and 
two from joint staff of Baltimore and Philadelphia* indicated that 
their students were not adequately trained in counseling procedures 
and techniques before serving In guidance capacitiesf the. dissenters 
checked that no such training had been given#
Another phase of training neglected was providing courses in. 
personnel, management and maintenance work for those entering that 
type of service* as pointed out by administrators in the Brush* 
Chicago* Fort Wayne* and Milwaukee schools#
Hot all schools offered opportunities for their students to 
evaluate each course and work experience# There ware divided 
opinions on that point among the Omaha administrators*
Contrasting the conditions not adequately met in the train­
ing program and the conditions which should be met to measure up 
to the needs and desires of the luthem Church for services of 
deaconesses* there wore some agreements, particularly to develop 
professionally skilled* socially adjusted* and culturally informed 
students#
Table XVIII revealed the deaconess students * evaluation of 
the training program#
Although the administrators recorded the four activities* 
religious * recreational* social* and cultural* provided in their 
programs* the students from Chicago* Milwaukee* and Philadelphia 
indicated that they were, lacking especially in recreational 
activities and physical education.
just a few students from each school* except Chicago, thought 
that the basic training should not be the same for every student 
the first year, particularly if the student had the course previ­
ously and was being trained for a type of service that did not 
necessarily demand the basic courses in the training program#
The administrators were more satisfied with the conditions 
of their libraries than were the students •
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Their© vrere Just a few inconsistencies between the admini­
strators and the deaconess students in checking whether or not 
students were given opportunities to evaluate each course and 
work experience during the first year of training* Chicago 
students indicated that they were offered such opportunities 
indirectly through individual counseling^ while the directing 
sister stated that no opportunities were offered students to 
evaluate each course and work experience* Two Milwaukee students 
also checked the indirect method of evaluating their courses and 
experiences * while the other student agreed with the directing 
sister that they had no such opportunities*
Much of the practical training of the deaconess students is 
supervised through the clinical training in the nature of work 
experiences or field work*
The Deaconess f mining School* vary both as to number and 
kinds of clinical training in their program* The clinical 
experiences are determined by the objectives or purposes of each 
school* the type of service for which each student is being pro- 
pared* the organizational set-up of each school as to the number 
of clinical experiences available under its supervision, and the 
policy as to whether the student should be exposed to many types 
of experiences or Just to the experiences which have a direct 
application to the type of service the student will enter. For 
instance* the Philadelphia Training School administrators regard 
it impossible to put their students through fifty-four types of 
clinical experiences Just to give them an acquaintance with all 
the areas in their service program to the Church.
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fhe training school at Baltimore has limited its program to 
training parish vorkers, directors of Religious Education, and 
church secretaries# Hence the types of clinical training which 
they provide ares clerical training? parish visitation? practice 
teaching in church schools, day schools, and kindergartens? and 
visitation in Hospitals and Homes for Aged#
fhe schools at Brush, Chicago, and Fort Wayne each provide 
about five different types of clinical training. Yet the kinds 
of experiences are not quite the same# All three schools require 
experiences in visitation in Hospitals and Homes for Aged# Brush 
and Fort Wayne students have clerical training and experiences in 
institutional services and management# practical nursing is ex­
perienced by students in the Brush and Chicago schools# Parish 
visitation is another clinical experience of the Chicago and Fort 
Wayne students# Students in the Chicago school have two additional 
experiences i dietary planning and practice teaching in church 
schools, day schools, and kindergarten# Brush students are given 
experiences in household skills. Fort Wayne school gives special 
emphasis to experiences in youth work.
fhe Philadelphia school trains specifically in the health 
and welfare fields# Thus the clinical experiences are adapted to 
the type of service for which each student is preparing. Their 
clinical experiences include j clerical training, dietary planning, 
household skills, institutional services and management, parish 
visitation, practical nursing, practice teaching in church schools, 
and visitation in Hospitals and Homes for Aged.
The Milwaukee school follows somewhat the plan of Philadelphia 
school but has some additional experiences which are: laundry ser­
vices, and making communion wafers# They omit dietary planning.
The school in Omaha has as its policy that the students 
should gain as many experiences as are available within the in* 
stiiutim. They haw, by far, the greater number of clinical ex­
periences of any of the training schools. Besides those previously 
mentioned for the other schools they haw additional experiences 
such as church embroidery and occupational therapy.
The students in each of the training schools rated their 
clinical experiences according to the values received in preparing 
to select or enter a field of service; A rating of one (1) was 
given to the most profitable experience? a two (2) for useful 
experiences, but not as beneficial as those rated one; a three 
(3) to experiences of lesser importance but needed for training; 
and a four (4) to those experiences of little value which could 
even be omitted.
The students from Chicago training school did not rate the 
clinical, experiences since they have a limited number.
Visitation in the hospitals received a one (1) rating by all 
the students from the six schools*
Institutional services, and management was rated ■ one (1) by 
all, except the students from Baltimore who rated it a two (2).
Occupational therapy was rated a one (1) by students from 
Brush, Milwaukee, Omaha, and Philadelphia. Students in the Balti­
more school were divided in their estimates and half of the group
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gave it a one (1) rating, vjhile the others gave it a two (2) rating# 
Fort Wayne deaconess students rated this experience as a two (2)*
The practical nursing course was considered most helpful, by all 
students except those from Fort Wayne and Baltimore who gave it a 
second rating#
Practice teaching received both a one (l) and a two (2) rating, 
fhe rating of one was from Baltimore, Fort Wayne, and Philadelphia 
students* Those from Omaha school were- equally divided in the one 
and two ratings. Brush and Milwaukee students gave this experience 
a two (2) rating#
Ratings from one to three were given to clerical training, 
household skills and parish visitation'*
Clerical tiffining rated one (1) by students at Brush and Mil­
waukee, a two (2) by Fort Wayne students, and a three (3) by the 
other schools - Baltimore, Omaha, and Philadelphia*
Household skills received only one top rating and that was 
by the students at Omaha school; a two (2) from Philadelphia stu­
dents j and a three (3) from Baltimore, Brush, and Fort Wayne 
students* Milwaukee students gave this experience both a two (2) 
and a three (3) rating*
Parish visitation was regarded atop rating by students in 
the Baltimore, Fort Wayne, and Omaha schools* Brash students 
ranked this experience second place, Milwaukee students gave 
it third place, and Philadelphia students spread their ratings, 
one (1), two (2), and three (3)*
{■
v
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D ie ta ry  planning and church em broidery ranged all the  way 
f m m  a one (I) to a four (4 ) rating*
Omaha and Philadelphia students* alike, gave dietary elan* 
ning both a one (1) and a three (3) rating* Milwaukee and Brush 
students gave it second place, while Baltimore students gave 
third place to this experience, and F o rt Wayne students ranked i t  
fourth, an experience whieh could well be omitted*
IHlwaukee students ■ viefe the only ones to rate church prm* ■ 
broidery as the most helpful experience* Students at Baltimore 
and Omaha gave both a three (3) and a four (4) rating to this ex­
perience. Brush, Fort Wayne, and Philadelphia students considered 
church embroidery an experience that could be omitted in their 
training program•
Laundry services and making communion wafers received the 
lower ratings, possibly because so few enter that field of ser­
vice* Milwaukee students gave second place to making communion 
wafers while Omaha students gave it a rating of three (3)* fhe 
other ■'schools «► Baltimore, Brush, Fort Wayne, and Philadelphia - 
indicated the fourth rating since their schools do not have a 
Communion Wafer Department in their institutions*
Laundiy services shared the thiee (3) and four (4) ratings* 
Third place was given by students of Brush, Milwaukee, Omaha and 
Philadelphia students, Baltimore students rated this experience a 
three (3) and a four (4)> Fort Wayne students placed it fourth.
C lin ic a l experiences added to  those l is te d  in  th e  q u e s tio n n a ire  
no ted by in d iv id u a l s tud en ts  were* Group work se ttle m e n t and
6 6
program planning for worker® with top rating® by a Philadelphia 
student| experiences in general missions and music skills a one 
(1) rating from Fort Wayne students % experiences in Child Wel­
fare Office received a one (1) rating* experiences in the linen 
Room, Sewing or Mending department* and Storage Supply Boom were 
accorded third .place by Omaha students*
fable XIX compares the administrators* and deaconess stu­
dents* evaluations of the clinical training within each school. 
All the administrators were agreed that deaconesses should be 
sent to another training school to secure the type of clinical 
experiences a student needed if such was not provided in their 
own schools*. Most of the students agreed 'with the administrators 
on exchanging students for needed clinical experiences.
In evaluating the purposes which clinical training served* 
three main ones appeared to be: (1) an overview or general idea
of the fields of service within the diaconate; (2) try-out ex­
periences in discovering aptitudes and interests prepartory to 
selecting a field of service* and (3) a plan to become acquainted 
with the institution* or school* and the activities they sponsor* 
It is evident from fable XX that both the administrators 
and the deaconess students are aware of neglecting some areas 
of service in the training programs*
Such a areas of neglect appear to be chiefly i making job 
classifications of present fields of service* training not 
keeping pace with trends of broadening fields of service, and 
failing to develop the fields of service needed in the Church*
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M L S  XIX
ADMBEOTUT0K3* JM  BWBMtB* BVAWATXOm
of G u m c A t  T u ix m m  ■ ■ ■
TSSE3Sg^ SSS335’
. ^varuauions *
Deaconesses sent to an-''1:
d * or * V
1
V JPW ’
f t
m, ’
7I
V *
' ?.... 1
other training school to * i I * I t t 1 i
secure. clinical training * 1 t I 1 * t * .
if not. provided in own * A—2 * A—l *A~1 *A—1 1 A-l* A-3* A-1A-2 , A-12
school . , * S-9*3-1 *.3-3 *3-28* 3-3* .3-9*. S-9*
Deaconesses should not 1 i I t t * t < .i
be sent to another train-* '* _ * t I t « t
ing school to secure 1 i t * * t « »
unprovided clinical * » t i t * * * x
experiences, 1 t t *3-9 * t ;*h2* 3-1* S-13
Purposes clinical train- *
.. t » » t * f
ing served: * V t i t t 1 i
Overview - general idea* * » * * f t 1 I
.of fields of service * A-l* A-l t *A-1 * A-l* A—3* A-l*A-l , A-9
....in diaconate * S-A*3-l *3*1 *3-26*' *3-10* 3^5*.____ 3-47
;_f*^M>ut e^peSences S  1 t f f ' " i t "f *
. discovering, aptitudes 1 1 i f 1 I t * ,
. and interests prepara- •1 ♦ t i * f t 1 .
toxy- to selecting a 1 * A—1 * A-l *A—1 * A—l* A—3* A-l* A-l i A-9
, field of service' * 3—6*, t *3-27* f 3-8* 3-5* S<-Lh
■; 1 plan to.; bedome ac- ' * .1 ' * i t t1 * * * ,
. quaintod with institu- V *A-X * A- l 1 A-l * A-l* A~3* * A—1 | A-8
tion, and its activities * 3-2*3-1 r *3-11* 3-2*3-12* 3-6* . |_ S-3A
"Students to f  ill in, as * i ♦ n‘™ 1 t "t # i I
t workers for persons off* i t t f i A-l* /  1 A-l
, duty, or on vacation * 3-1*. t ♦S**9' f 3-1* 3-3V 3—6* ■ S-20
' . Sain, understanding’ and * » i t 1 ■ » t t i
respect for individuals* i 1 » t f t i
(served and co-workers)1 i t t t t S-3* i , s-3
1 1 OppoHu^ty' to "serve” ’ *, ujr i i 'i" 1 *"♦' t
r-^rr r-f i
, while learning 1 f t t t t 3-1* 3-1* , S-2
’7 SewISp sfflls. and". ’ ’ I
rn . ~,r.. t ' ' ' V t . 1 J, f' * ,
abilities • A—1* * t t « I f t A-l
'"L^am^howto 'iS^ ust.’^o' *. ' ' ' I f 'J ' 'V
ura. |. 1 tr'"'
new experiences and *. 1 t i f t V t
new supervisors,.......*, 1 1 I t 1 3-1* * t S-l
K ef -  A »  A d m in is tra to rs
$ * Deaconess Students
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TABOOS XX
OBSERVATIONS OF AD1CIBXSTEATOBS AM) BBACGNB33 BTD0BHT3 
A3 TO ABBAS OF SERVICE NJBfcLECTED IN TEAlMIHG PROGRAM
Areas of Service Training Schools
Neglected * 1 B * Br * c t m . * M *r.H 0 * P t BP ,Total
S&denii ii^'orme? of' Vi * i * - ■ -1 * * f"*'
1 . Hfcj
extent and content of * ■i * i t t f 1
fields of service in * A-l* » * ^.l« A-l*. A-3* A-l* A-2 A -9.
Lutheran Church * 3*8* S—1* 3*2 *8*26* 3 1^*.! i >rtr,tr3-6* 3-9* S-53
Inadecpate fifformMon .. f'.. ’I .. » ■*
» B(Hr]
of extent and content of * A-l* A—1*A—1 * * t * 1 A -3
the fields of service * .8*|* *S-1 *3-15* S-2* 3—8* S-l* S-26
M  ciassificaSoii' of •. " ‘ V ’ f .t.. i ■ " f t " 1 1
present fields of. service* 1*2* A-l* ■ ■ t i ■ • t t A—1* ..A—2 A -6
lo job classification of'*' ."i.‘-l" V  f
, xv. mmM* T
prosent fields of service* ' * 1A-l *A-1 * A-l* A—2* I A -5
Saining not keeping pace* *.." t ...¥ 1 i f ■ *!j
idth trend of broadened ' * t t I I * * *
'fields of service . * A—X*.. , .. ,*« 1 1 A—1 * A—1* ■t t A-l A -5
Training program keeping *
ui. | t T t t l t X ...1, r
pace with trend of broad-1 I * 1 ¥ ¥ f J
ened fields of service . :.f A-X* .A-l* . t * t * I A—1 tArA
finaware -oit "Helds broad*,r*
u.... >f •: ‘ V ■"."it’ " " 'f T ” *T . .|-XU |
ening without training * f § * » 1 t I
program keeping pace with* t i t t 1 f I
'trend ... ‘ '* f * ♦ 1 t A-?f t A -3
Helds S I aerSce neg- ' * 1 J '. ■ ■ f" f mT ' 'I
leeted or undeveloped * 1 < « * I ¥ t
in training program to * » t » t t t ♦
supply needs of social. ' * 't #■ i i ■ I *’■ I
and religious program of ■ * t A-l* A—1* A-l1 f A-2* I A—1 A -6
the Church * 3*1* 3-1* 3-1*3-22* 3-2* 3-8* 3-6* S~41
i jm m r S  of Hei2& of ser^*
T. . . , »f ... i.^.
1 ■ I t * » r t
vice neglected or an* . '1 ♦ i ■ * I * - ■* »
developed in training- . * t i f i t i i
program to supply needs * Arl* * i t A—l:* * A—1* A—1 A —4
of Church. .* ....,.*i3—4* t 3-1*3-14* S-l* S-4* 3-4* S-2S
SISHS" oF' Service li&SS*' " 1 r t ♦ f ■' - ■ t
by a c tio n  of Deaconess ■ '1 ■» t * i t t t
Board ' *. A-l* t t * t t f A -1
Key —  A m Administrators
$ = Deaconess Students
Although there are not sufficient students recruited into 
the Diaconate, yet there are many undeveloped fields of service 
possible for extending the service program of Lutheran Churches.
The administrators of the training schools listed such pos­
sible fields♦ See Table III* Those fields were divided into the 
following areast psychiatry* services to churches, teaching, arts, 
business, medical, and missions* Similarly, the students checked 
the fields which they considered possible for development* These 
axe indicated in Table XXII* By comparing these two tables in 
regard, to viewpoints of administrators and students, two columns 
are arranged indicating the types of service that showed the 
greatest possibilities for development and the number of persons 
checking each service*
Administrators Deaconess students
Writers for Christian Christian Psychiatrists 64
Periodicals 12
Christian Psychiatrists 11 Home Missionaries 60
Church Camp Directors 11 Writers for Christian
periodicals 59
Church Camp Counselors 11 Teachers-Church colleges 55
Hursexy School Directors 10 Student Service workers 54
Home Missionaries 10 Church Camp Counselors 53
Survey Workers 10 Survey Workers 52
Wursery School Teachers 9 Church Camp Directors 52
Christian Education Visual Education
Directors 9 Specialists 51
Music Directors 9 Christian Education 
Directors 50
Student Service Workers 8 Music Directors 49
Demonstration Teachers in instructors in Institu­
Christian Education 8 tional Management 48
Demonstration Teachers in Nursery School Directors 47
Personnel Management 8
Demonstration Teachers in Nursery School Teachers 44
Occupational Therapy 8
Instructors in Institu­ Demonstration Teachers in
tional Management 6 Christian Education 42
Teachers - Church colleges 6 Religious Artists 37
TABLE XXI
ADMINISTRATORS' EWUUMTIGNS OP FIELDS OP SEOTICE POSSIBLE 
FOR DEVELOPMENT IN SERVICE PROGRAM OF LUTHERN CHURCHES
" '....  ' ■ 1 ■ ' " Training Schools.....'
Possible Fields ' B ' Br ' C ■ Fff ' M ' O ' P ' BP iTnt.al
r ''''  " rrV1'"l:- uOKitrm1 r-rHn-r— -r- inr-rpr,— 1..~rr r ; r r r y -  ■.■■tr mT..v.mrr: r—  - f  -inn —
Qha&sttaa Psychiatrists* ... % * .1 * 1 * 1 1 I * 1* 1 1 2 i io
Beryicos to churches: ' * * « ' *.. * 1 1 * ' ' i
Church Administrative * * * * * * * ■* i
Assistants l . . •*, ■* . .*. 1 * 1 . * . * * i 1
u",,r^ g g ^  'r y " " p 7ri| T ,' X T :'.rf'n:iY  ‘X  ;Y~“rry  ^  t ...g "» n
 1 '~2 i 11 ~
Educational: * 1 1 * 1 * t t i
Directors of .Christian 1 1 * 1 « * » t i
Education  * I t i i | t t l t 3 1  i t j » 9
.
in Christian Education * 1 * !■* .1 *.. *..1 1.2 * 1-T l » 8
0emo3fistration feachom 1 1 * « * * » t 1
in. Personnel Manage-* * 1 * - * ■ * t . * . « ■ t 1
ineat * I t  1 t i t  > 1 * 2 *  I t  li 8
; D d r a e m f c ^  *' '' - T  ' * V'T"+ "  "* ~  *"1
In Occupational therapy* 1 * 1 * 1 * * i * g •* . !•♦: , 1 » B
Ip”'.
eSSeisf rirj p i -x t ' 3.■'<"X" *r'' 1.'".*'n':m£ '\ 9
ialiats . * * * !■» I '1 1>» 1:* 1>* .» 5
Instructors in lasti* * * * * * * * * 1
tntienal jfeuaajaaaant * -1 i t  1 t .1 1 1  1 t 1 * |i 6 ■A.r^'TrntrrT"----r-n1-r-irn~nrr,1vl;-f: T.m,rrr.-,.
Colleges • ■* ■» 1 * 1 «  * 1» 1* li 6
,:,'WiSers'',ior:Ch^^   •*.. 7*1"™irr 11 r^ 'r;rf“l^ t-yf    ""1
Periodicals, Books, * * * * * * t * 1
Publicity   ■< 2 * 1 * ,!■« . !■» 1 » 3 * 1 » 2 1 12
Arts1 * 1 1 » * 1 » t 1
Music Directors_______ » 2 »  «
H ^a g io u s  A rfc ie ts  ♦ < * 1  » t 1  1 1  » j  y l  i 5
B usinesst   * '* " * * « * * * 1
Accountants * 2 * < » 1 < » 1 f 1 » 4
. E e ce p tlo n ia ts  .. . * ... * .V * • . 1 • « *. « 1
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TABLE XXI (continued)
ADMINISTRATORS' EVALUATIONS OF FIELDS OF SERVICE POSSIBLE 
FOE DEVELGFMMT IN SERVICE PROGRAM OF LUTHERAN CHURCHES
Possible Fields . * :B * Br »
f raffing' Scfe^Is
’ C * FW * M * 0 » .f.nfu-BP •Total
Mediceit' : t t I t t 1 i
Pharmacist . * 1 i 1 1 ♦ i 1 1 J 1
I « ■J | ~i , *n ivm'i .. rr, .T |  . i i
Hospital rSecutivs' . i I I i ' i,1 1 • 'if.1 1
,"J of S.! * i i . »■> % 1 < i *i
Ibises . i t i- I 1 * 1 i i • 1
S ^ r ^ e r  of K S e s : t ■ ■ >  in£'.t 1 1 |! 1 1 * i "*1.' • '* 2
Bietiti&a i 1 t ( ■ t
. t f ;r - ■ t 1 1 1
field of Mental Hygiene* 1 v ■ i ■ ■ » 1,1.rtT !l i i ». * 1
Missions' *........... . * t t t I t ■ t 11
Survey Workers* Hojb© i 1 i « i i t t : * l
Missions * ; 1 * 1 i■ J . ' n » 1 * ' 1 f 1 * ’ Z * 10
Student Service Workers* r 1 r- i * 1 *, . 1. * '' i  * •a I 1 t • X 1 i 8
‘ Hoine Missionaries-'' I'f Y vV i1' f. i * .‘a 1.V :'It: 'z' 1 10
!
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TABLE X X II
DEACONESS STUDENTS* EVALUATIONS OP FIELDS OP SERVICE POSSIBLE 
FOB DEVELOPMENT IN SERVICE PROGRAM OF LUTHERAN CHURCHES
possible Fields t B *
Training Schools 
Br 1 C * FW * tt f 0 1 P iTotal
t » t t t 4 1
Christian Psychiatrists # v,? .1 M?
? 29 4 2 4 10 4 9 1 64
Services to churches t 'r • * t ""t m t I 1 I I
Church Cams Directors ■i' ? 1 1 i I 2 t 10 I X
1 52
Church Gamp Counselors... t X 1 i ■27, 1 ?, 1 11 4 1 1 . 5?
IduCatioiiali i t i f * 4 I
Christian Education Directors 1 * ! 21 t ■ 3 4 2p I 8 50
Demonstration teachers in i * ■‘i t 1 I 4 1
Christian Education f 2 1 1 * I 19 I 2 I , 9 4 6 42
BamonstraSon fScSere'lri' 1 t
** mrf 1 f1 I I t 4
personnel Management i , f. I 1 1 1 12 I 1 t - I 1 ,s
1 29
’ DeismstraSon teachers fi 'i'" ' " 0 ■ t ‘ 1 I 1 4 |
Occupational therapy * 1 * 1 * 1 I 16 I 2 4 6 4 6 -• 33
' jfursery' ScKbbl Directors l;
gt^ |
1 •. 2 1 21 l "2 1 'i' ■0-■ 7 . 1 47
Suraery School 'teacfiers. . 4 k ' 1 * 3 4 20 4 2 4 8 4 6 44
Visual Education Specialists1 l i i ? 4 4 u 4 16 4 "'S1 5i
Instructors in Institu­ i 4 1 1 4 4
tional Mammmmt v .. . t 1 f i * ?■ l 21 t ? 4 .9 t 8 48
Teachers in Church Colleges t a « i » 2 t ,22, I 3 t 10 t 9 ?5
J Writers for Christian per­ t t * 1 I I t‘ I
iodicals • Boohs. Publicity t 7 1 i * ? 4 2? 4 2 4 10 I 9 59
' 'ChKstiaa Counselors. " "i 1 i * .r | 'i 4 I 1 4 1
Gccupationaitheraplsts t ■« 1 t 4 t 4 1 1
Arte* * >
), . r*j 'if. I 4 4 I
Music Directors I a * 1 2' * 2? 4 1 1 10 4 $ 49
Religious irt^t's « ” 1 2 i 4 1 I ■ J, 4 1, 37
Business* ’ t
*... t . I i 4" 4 41'
Accountants i i * t » 2 I 1 I
„ ? 4 12
mcrSariai ilbrte.ra ....... * i. ,* 4 i I t VL 1
si^cffioard O^jSScrs 4 i 4 t 1 4 4 |
Receptionists t * » * 3* 4 .1 I 2 » ,3 7
Missions: i I 1 t 4 4 I
Survey Workers* Home Missions 2 1 1 ». 2 t 28 1 2 4 11 4 6 52
Student Service Workers . t 6 * "x"*1 2 l* 26'4 :i" 4 ll I \i. ?4
Hr>ms Missionaries 1 4 * i * 2 i ?2 I 3 4 (|;1„,4 7„ 60
" 'Snrai Pascish' Wbi&ers '' t ‘1  * * i 4 4 4 1
' PrlabnT E va n a b lis ts t t 4 4 1 f 1 I 1
Social WeifaWi t * r-1 1 4 4 I |
Medical Social Worker i i t 1 1 4 1 I 1
11 Director of Social Agencies «■ i l t 4" 4 4 "l. 1
Group Work!' Supervisor . t t f i 4 4 4 1 1 I 1
Li 'Group .Woikei®' i » i I V f I '1 1
JL 'Gasei*oSers- Aged*. Invalids i i f I 4 f 2 I 1 . 1 3
Housemothers i 1 i
, M  g i * t I 1 1 1 1
Chaplain’s Assistants in t '■ t « t 4 I 4 |
Armed Services I; « « t 1 4 4 t
- 1 1
inte^inmenb Field t i i t 1 4 4 t
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table m i l
ADMINISTRATORS* SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING OR 
REVISING CURRICULUM OP EXISTING PROGRAM
Training Schools
Improvements or Revisions* B ♦ Br* C < fIM M * 0 .» P * BP ffotal
Courses or clSibS" ei- '* ■ » 1 «! 1 I i t
periences additional to ♦ t I 1 t I : *
present curriculum: * t 1 * 1 t :
Course-How to Study ♦ t 1 1 * » i 3 ,* 1 * 6
. gjjjjjk history * i 1 t 1 i i t
and program of Luther- * « » 1 f § ♦ <
an Church 1 i 1 * 1 « t t 2 * t,r nr: ,„rm, . m.._. 4
Christian. Symbolism . *' i 1 * 11 *' 1 * 1 ■ i 2
1'"Courses ffi techniques * » I
».-n 1 » i *
and procedures of * t 1 1 I t i i
counseling 1 1 * j. * 1 * 1 • l * 2 * * 1 7
. Music Appreciation * » 1 ;'i 1 i 1 1 I * 3
.Pe^oiSlity deveio|SBenP ‘
. , , .nr f i 1 « m .» f ■*
Etiquette * 1 t » « 1 * 3.1 1 * 5
“Personal''hygiene . ’1n t 1
. .  n . r 1 '1 *, 2 f , 1 * 6
iSupervised field ex- *’ t I I » i * i
periences or appren- *■ * ■ t • ' t # i * i
ticeship , f t t 1 * 1 1 i  » i  * t 4
Table XXIII lists the improvements or revisions suggested by 
administrators* Apparently, the greater number of administrators
in most of the schools recognise the need for adding a course in 
techniques and procedures of counseling so as to prepare their stu­
dents to adequately meet and serve in counseling situations.
Other courses noted by several schools were: How to Study, 
History and Program of Lutheran Church, J&isic Appreciation, Chris­
tian Symbolism, and Personality Development as regards etiquette 
and personal hygiene. One clinical experience m s  suggested by 
four schools, that of supervised field experiences or apprentice­
ship under an experienced worker already on the field*
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Table XXI f  shows a longer list of additional courses and 
clinical experiences which the deaconess students suggest for inn 
proving or revising the curriculum of the existing program in 
their training schools than did Table XXIII* A few of the courses 
and clinical experiences are the same as those suggested by the 
administrators, as: courses in techniques and procedures in coun­
seling, How to Study, History and program of Luthe ran Church, 
Christian Symbolism, Personality development in etiquette and 
personal hygiene, and supervised field experiences or apprentice­
ship* The additional courses suggested are Survey course of the 
Bible, Bible History, and Bible study related to church doctrines, 
which are actually all related to Bible study* Since one student 
checked her need which was more guided Bible Study, there is
f
apparently such a need for other students in deaconess training*
The activities which the students suggested be developed more 
fully are the three types which were previously noted by the adminis­
trators as those which have not been adequately met in the service 
program of the Church. Those three types are recreational activi­
ties, social activities, and opportunities for cultural develop­
ment. More than half of the Fort Wayne students call attention 
to the fact that religious activities in their school could be 
more fully developed.
In response to the question as to whether a survey, study or 
research had been conducted within their training schools, two 
schools checked that none had been mad© to determine the need for 
changes or revisions of the existing training program* These two 
schools were Fort Wayne and Milwaukee,
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table t o ?
DEAC0MISS mBBfflB* SUGGESTION FOE XMPEOraO 
OE EE7ISMG OJRRIGPUJM OF EH3TIMG PROGRAM
Curriculum Improvement 
or Revisions 
Additional courses'Jfi^^iiini^’ 
cal experiences 
Courses of history and pro* 
gram of Lutheran Church
Training Schools 
R * Br * C t Fi * X .i u » P T o ta l
t
i
t
JJL
i «
*■ i i
f i
t a f
i
i
t
± ' 8
“How to Study* course U L - I 18
T Jcourse of 
IEEE" stud? 'related to 
church doctrines
I A i
t
More guided Bible Study >  1 .'!
peS'oSyrimSeS55"
1 * 1 1 *. 1 *
■courses- on 
Work and Missions
t
1 »
I ,34 ♦, 21
Courses in techniques and 
procedures. to counseling.
i
1 i■M*
I
1 *M 35
ences or apprenticeship
*
X I
«
1 *■
i
1.* 28.» Z{
♦
A * A5t
1 *
t
1 *
i
6 * A 21
FersohaXhygiene 
"lS(ieieh5jpl’S d 1,J maimgeiiS& 
in working with committeesj 
■planning, banquets, parties .* 
publicity
2 1 1 « 5 V 15
i i
f ♦
t i
i t
; I 
I 
i
1 1
More training'in specialised 
field
Sctivitxes whicl:! should tie 
developed more fully;
(; Religious activities'.
t i
2 *
* *
i i
« 29 <
»
i
V . .  1
Recreational activities » 3 » 2 * 3 >. 7 » 10 30
Opportnmities for cultural
J J ,, . L 1 1 X X  JL U 17♦
X I
s
1 * J X i 6 37
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Four schools - Baltimore, Omaha, Philadelphia, and Brush - con­
ducted a survey, study or research for the purpose of exploring 
the need for changes or revisions of the existing training program# 
Chicago m s  contemplating such a survey or study in the near future.
As a result of such a survey and study came some of the adminis** 
trotors* suggestions for improving or revising the procedures in 
existing programs as noted in Table XXV. Other schools submitted 
suggestions on the basis of general observations and experiences 
with their programs#
the areas needing improvement were* educational# voca­
tional, social# orientation#, counseling services and field work • 
with courses* the schools had attempted to follow through the 
suggested areas of improvements discovered in their surveys or
studies#
. * ^
All administrators were in agreement that deaconesses should 
be equally qualified and trained for service as the worker in a 
comparable secular field, or surpass the secular standards#
the last section of Table XXV is concerned with improvements 
in clinical experience from the viewpoints of administrators* '
Table XXVI also covers the area of improving clinical experiences 
from the deaconess students1 viewpoints* Comparing the two 
groups, there are slight differences as to which procedures would 
make for greater improvements. The two ifl^rovsments checked by 
one or more students in each school were? better orientation in 
presenting an overall picture of the clinical program and the work 
to be done by the student; and better information to student as to 
her adaptation to each work experience before going on to the next 
experience.
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TABLE XXV
ADMINISTRATORS' SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVIHG OR 
REVISING PROCEDURES IB EXISTING PROGRAM
Improvements or Revisions Training Schools
in Procedures ’ B ' Br ' C ' F» » M * O' P ' BP i Total
Surrey of ochoolls showed 1 i <:" t 1 1 t '* 1
areas of improvement # r f i 9 9 i » 1
needed? 1 i 1 c 1 » i I 1
Educational 1 1 ♦ I * 1 * 1 t a t 1. » 1 1 7
"''WcatSial 1 # i ,* T t 9 2 V 1 * 1 1 5
*i^!S£aX11 .u ' ' . y .1 t » • t a i 1 i • i i. 5.. ..
J" Orientation 1 t § 1 « * I f1"I r i 5
.Sourbe&xm Services * 1 i 1 i 1 * « 1 i * i t 4
J'w i&Id W S c  "SySI courses* 1 ■* ,(l '■ "Tl « * ' I # i * 1
Suggested areas of improve­ t i i 9 1 « i i
ments attempted 1 ,?■ i 1 * 1 t t 1 > l i * i i 9
lionesses '^equally ^ r ?■ t t ' 't i 1 i
qualified and trained for1 t 1 « t r t i i
service as worker in a' * i • 9 t t I i i
comparable secular field * ,2. i * 1 * 1 * » 2 « i * a i 9
tfeaconesses should sujv * i f f « t # t i
pass secular standards' in* t 1 1 I t « t i
qualif ication and train** * » t I 1 * t • i
ing for field of service 1 * 1 * 1 i 1 * ,?■ i i i i 5
ii^rovements in clinical-* t i 1 i t * « i
experiences s * « t 1 » i I t i
More varied kinds V t t * 1 * 1 t t i i 2
'. Omit £ype® not needed * t i t 9 *. t ,vt i
by all students * i -1 I » « 1 t i i 2
Better oa^e^aSoi#^ 1 t 1 f 9 1 t i
overall picture of work*" i-, t I t t t 4 i
and its management, * t i f 1 t I 4 i
develop type of work to1 * if 1 t I * t i
be done 1 * t t 1 1 1 * 1 * i 2
longer time spent on * # t i 1 9 t 9 i
most profitable exper- * t 1 t 1 I 1 I i
iences . . . .1 - « 1 * 9 » 1 i I i 1
■More supervision and * t f 9 I » 1 i
evaluation during and * ■ i . i 1 1 1 t 1 i
after conclusion of * » » t I f « T i
clinical training * 1 t 1 1 1 * 1 * ? I f i » 7
Inform student -as to * ■ #■. I I t 1 4 9
r
adaptation to each work* i i it « « 1 t i
experience before pro** 1 t t 1 I t I 9 1
■seeding to next exper* * t » « t 1 ■$ t
ience * » 1 ♦ 9 1 * 1 * j t 1 i i 7
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TAHLE XXVI
DEACONESS STUDENTS* SUGGESTIONS FOB IMPROVEMENTS OB 3EV1SI0NS 
OF PROCHJUEES IN EXISTING PROGRAM
Improvements or Revisions Training Schools
■ * Ik Procedures ■ ♦ B i Br * C * m « M i 0 t p Total
Respects 'by S iS ch ' clinical ''' '* i « i 1 a §
e$pet’lened& could be improved; * t i i ♦ 1 •
M o m  vailed kinds offered < 2 t t t 10 # 1 i ? 20
Oinit types not necessarily *■ t * t » 1 t
needed by all studentsj * i i i » 1 i
some eompalsoiy* some 1 i t t i 1 t
elective ■ * 2 t t V a t 1 1 3 i 2 16
'Better oSentat&on to '• i t i t i t
some experiences* present * i i t t « i
overall picture of work * i i « I » *
or institution and its * t t i t t i
management* knowledge of * t * l * t «
type of work to be done 1 i t t * » i
more properly developed * h l 1 * 1 » 18 l 1 t a t $ 41
longer time spent on 1 * « i " » t t i
most profitable experiences * l. I 1 1 t a « 1 i 9 i ?■ 23
More supervision and ■ ■ * I t i t i i
evaluation during and * I i ♦ i t f
after conclusion of 1 i t t » t t
clinical training 1 ,? 1 * i i? i 1
! 10 t ? 32.
Inform Student as to ‘ 'J1 I A t t » »
adaptation to each work 1 l t t « t *
experience before going « t t t t 1 »
on to next experience * 3 f 1 t 1 * 18 t Z t 10 t 5 40
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The t w  improvements cheeked by the greatest number of administra­
tors .and from a. greater number of training schools are: more super­
vision and evaluation during and after conclusion of clinical training, 
and more effort to inform student as to adaptation to each vioik 
experience before proceeding to the next, experience* Actually, 
these tv/o improvements are part and parcel of each other* Quite a 
number of students from five of the schools also checked more super­
vision and evaluation during and after the conclusion of clinical 
training. Thus, administraters and students recognized the same 
procedures basic to improving the existing training programs*
CHAPTER ?
SUMMARX OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of Findings
The data presented in this study answer the problem stated 
in Chapter I: to determine ways of improving the selection,
orientation, and preparation of deaconess students for fields of 
service in the Lutheran Church of America. The solutions to the 
problem were interpreted through the responses of the administra­
tors and deaconess students in answer to the questions of the 
scope of the problem. Those questions and their solutions are 
now taken up in the order in ishich they were stated In Chapter I. 
Dejection of deaconess students
1. What steps and procedures are employed In the selection 
of students?
All the training schools have a Committee on Admissions or 
Personnel Committee to act upon the applications of young women 
who desire to train and become deaconesses.
The basic procedures upon which all the training schools 
agree in determining the acceptance or rejection of the appli­
cants for deaconess training are: study of applications references
examined and foUwed; analysis of biography; examination of med­
ical and dental records or certificate of healths study of 
scholastic records; and notation of parental consent or consent 
of guardian for applicant to enter deaconess training. Inter­
views are not required, but are desirable whenever possible.
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2* Upon what criteria is the selection based?
Again, there are variations among the training schools, but 
the criteria which all schools maintain are: good general health*
without dependents for financial support* reference from the pas­
tor of the home church; member of the Lutheran Church* personality
t
ratings indicating leadership and initiative, special abilities 
and interests; ages seventeen or eighteen to thirty-five or thirty* 
six* Educational requirements vary sillily, but all the schools, 
except Brush, require applicants to be high school graduates*
3. What measures can be taken for needed improvement in the 
selection of students?
The measures recommended by the administrators of all or the 
majority of the training schools for improvements in selecting 
deaconess students were: (1) applicant should not be considered
wholly on the basis of being called to becom© a deaconess, but 
consideration should be given to such factors as the applicant’s 
ability, personality, and physical stamina; (2) a general upgrad­
ing or raising of standards in quality of applicants; (3) more 
careful screening procedures of applicants; (4) require personal 
interview of each applicant; (5) vary standards to permit stu­
dents of higher and lessor educational background to enter dea­
coness training; (6) applicant need not necessarily be in the 
upper half or third of high school class; and (?) two years of 
college as the minimum standard for entrance to deaconess 
training*
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Orientation of deaconess students
1# What types of or lentation( forms of materials and proce­
dures) are used and developed in adapting students to 
the diaconate and the training program?>t _
The forms of materials used by most of the schools in the 
orientation process were arranged for two periods! pre-orienta­
tion and first week orientation# The pre-orientation materials 
consisted chiefly of handbooks of general information* personal 
letters in response to specific questions of the applicants! 
brochures and pamphlets of general information* and a few schools 
distributed catalogs# The form of material used during the first 
week orientation was mimeographed copies of the procedures* rules 
and regulations of the training school#
The procedures in the orientation process developed by the 
training schools in adapting their students to the diaconate and 
the training program were not the same for all schools# However* 
they include the following range of procedures! Big Sister Plan* 
counseling services through group conferences and individual 
counseling* retreat or workshop conferences* and orientation 
course in curriculum#
2# What are the strengths and weaknesses of the present ori­
entation procedures from the evaluations of the deaconess 
students as well as of those providing the orientation? 
The strengths of the orientation procedures as evaluated by 
the deaconess students and the administrators appear to bet
Students received information, or at least partial in­
formation of costs* program* admission requirements* 
procedures of training school through pre-orientation 
materials#
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Procedure© and reflation© of training program 
were explained clearly and definitely, and even 
repeated when necessary to the students.
Opportunities were provided students to make their 
needs known to a Sisters* Council or a representa­
tive of a similar planning council.
Most of the schools provided a definite program 
of counseling services available to all students.
Although the students wear© ©sailed to a specified 
counselor, they were also allowed to seek other 
counselors of their choice*
Students were permitted to arrange for conferences 
whenever needed*
Some schools had stated times for counseling, group 
conferences, and opportunities for individual coun­
seling*
lost of the students frequently sought guidance 
voluntarily.
Opportunities were provided for securing informa­
tion and counsel whenever needed.
Students observed the enthusiasm of deaconesses 
in service which helped them to appreciate the 
diaconate.
The encouragement and guidance of the Instructors 
aided the students in adapting to the training 
program.
The weaknesses varied from school to school. However, a few
vieaknesses appeared in some, if not all, schools. As pointed out
by the administrators and the students they noted the followings
limited variety and types of pre-orientation mater­
ials distributed to applicants.
Big Sister plan operating in so few schools at 
present.
Information listed by students as lacking or unex­
plained, implies that too much is taken for granted, 
or the personnel la not clear as to who relates 
what information.
mLine of authority and corresponding responsi­
bilities to each one in authority not clearly 
worked out when students became confused* as to 
whom they were are sponsible.
Some schools leave counseling service entirely 
up to the initiative of student, provide no 
group conferences or stated times for counseling 
students#
3. How can orientation be adjusted to more adequately meet­
ing the students* needs and providing for their wholesome 
development?
The administrators' suggested such improvements ass providing 
a Handbook of general info mat ion as a pre-orientation material 
which the student could study before arrival on campus* and, in 
turn, the Handbook could serve as a basis for group conferences 
during the early stages in orientation; counseling services pro­
vided students, individually and in group conferences, to ascertain 
each students1 needs and progress; a retreat or workshop for all 
deaconess students in training with incoming students during first 
week of school term whereby experiences can be shared individually 
and with small groups; Big Sister Plan used more effectively by 
all schools#
Prom the students viewpoints, it would seem as though infor­
mation of the procedures and regulations of the school needed to 
be clarified and channeled through the proper sources.
Preparation of deaconess students for fields of service in the 
Lutheran Church of America*
1. Are the training programs providing the best possible 
development of the deaconess students in preparation 
for their specific areas of service?
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Testing facilities were made available to all the training 
schools* except Brush and Milwaukee* in obtaining results and in­
terpretation of the students intelligence* achievement* vocational 
aptitude* personality and interests* Advanced education was en­
couraged and provided for capable students in all the schools*
Three schools - Baltimore* Fort Wayne* and Philadelphia - were 
confident that the organization and administration of the curri­
culum compared to levels and standards of church colleges* while 
the other schools indicated that they were attempting to bring the 
organization and administration of their curriculum up to the level 
of church colleges.
However* only two schools - Baltimore and Fort Wayne - were 
confident that their system of training developed students in the 
best possible way towards preparation for their specific areas of 
service; the other schools were hopeful that their systems some­
what satisfactorily developed the students in the best possible 
way.
2. What areas of service have been neglected in the training 
program to supply the needs and demands of the Church as 
well as to develop the potential abilities and extensive 
interests of each deaconess student?
Administrators and deaconess students were aware of the fol­
lowing areas of service neglected in their training program; making 
job classifications of present fields of service* training not 
keeping pace with trends of broadening fields of service, a lag in 
recruiting sufficient numbers of deaconess students to supply the 
needs of the social service program of the Church. The f ields of
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service which have not had sufficient, qualified deaconesses to 
asset the needs and-demands of the Church are mainly; teaching* 
missions* and services to local parishes*
3* In what respects could the existing program of training 
for service be improved or revised for developing the 
potentialities of every deaconess student to a greater 
degree of satisfactory attainment? 
the areas which the administrators suggested as needing im­
provement were; educational* vocational* social* orientation* coun­
seling services* field work with courses, and additional courses to 
supplement present curriculum* These general areas are revealed 
more specifically by the following suggestions for improving or 
revising the existing training program; (1) activities which need 
to be developed more fully are: recreation and physical education, 
social experiences* and opportunities for cultural development5 
(2) clinical training programs should provide supervised field ex­
periences or apprenticeship under a deaconess on the field, better 
orientation in presenting an overview of clinical program and the 
work to be done by the student, information to student as to her 
adaptation to each work experience before going on to the next 
experience. Actually those better procedures in clinical experiences 
add up to more supervision and evaluation during and after conclu­
sion of clinical training; and (3) additional courses suggested by 
both the administrators and the students; techniques and procedures 
in counseling; personality development in etiquette and personal 
hygiene* particularly; History and Program of Lutheran Church;
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How to Study! more guided Bible Study* Christian Symbolism* With 
such improvements in the training program is implied the possibil­
ities for developing the potentialities of students to a greater 
degree of satisfactory attainment*
Conclusions
From this study the following conclusions were reached!
X* It is apparent that the selection of deaconess students is 
determined subjectively by the Committee on admissions or 
Personnel Committee of the respective schools* The re­
cords# references# and biographies of the students are 
studied# analyzed* and evaluated according to what the 
committee within each training school deems essential for 
selecting the students to enter deaconess training* Since 
there are so many variations among the training schools# 
few standardized procedures or criteria have been estab­
lished for the selection of deaconess students.
2* There seem to be limited varieties and types of orienta­
tion materials available to students before and during the 
training period among the deaconess schools* This would 
imply that the orientation process is not adequately 
planned# provided# nor carried out satisfactorily for ori­
entation purposes. Orientation procedures* also# seem to 
be lacking in organization and purpose since there is a 
wide range of procedures attempted and followed among the 
training schools*
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3* the preparation of deaconess students for fields of serv­
ice in the Lutheran Church of America has not adequately 
supplied the needs and demands of the Church* since the 
training has not kept pace’ with the trends of broadening 
fields of service in the Lutheran Churches*
Recommendation s
It is apparent the Diaconate needs to encourage and promote 
research and study in order to extend and inpart the knowledge ob­
tained thereby for furthering the growth and progress of deaconess 
service through the Church, m  view of such needs, the following 
recommendations are submitted!
1# that the Admissions Committees or Personnel Committees of 
the Lutheran Deaconess draining Schools evaluate and com-* 
pare their procedures and criteria in selecting students 
to enter deaconess training for the purpose of establish­
ing a standardised selective process on a more objective 
basis*
2* That an exploratory study be made in evaluating the organ­
ization, administration, techniques, and counseling serv­
ices of guidance programs functioning among the Lutheran 
Deaconess Training Schools so as to provide more adequate 
orientation materials and procedures#
3# That Lutheran Deaconess Training Schools continue to eval­
uate their programs for the purpose of determining the ef­
fectiveness and adequacy in training deaconesses for fields 
of service which will meet and fulfill the needs of the 
service program of the Lutheran Church in America#
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I M M A N U E L  D E A C O N E S S  I N S T I T U T E
A N  I N S T I T U T I O N  O F  M E R C Y  O F  T H E  A U G U S T A N A  E V A N G E L I C A L  L U T H E R A N  C H U R C H
3 4  TH ST. A N D  F O W L E R  A V E .  • O M A H A  II, N E B R A S K A
February 23, 1952
Sister _____
Lutheran Deaconess Training School
Dear Sister________ : 7
I am engaged la writing a thesis in partial fulfillment for a Master 
of Arts degree at the University of Omaha* This study is also a part of 
my training as a deaconess student of the Immanuel Deaconess Institute*
The problem of the thesis is WT© determine ways in which the selec­
tion, orientation, and preparation of deaconess students can be improved*1
It is planned that this research will include the ten Deaconess 
Training Schools of the Lutheran Churches in America* The results of the 
findings in this investigation will depend entirely upon the cooperation 
and willingness of each person to fill out and promptly return the ques­
tionnaires. It will not be possible to interview the directors, directing 
sisters, deans or training sisters, and the deaconess students of each 
Deaconess Training School. Thus, the study7is limited to the question- 
naires*
Will you kindly assist me in this study by giving your consent to 
fill out a questionnaire based on the problem of the thesis? Will you ✓ 
allow your deaconess students to participate in answering these question­
naires in order to gain the viewpoints and experiences of those in charge 
of training deaconesses as well as from the students themselves? If so, 
will you kindly send me the names and addresses of each deaconess student 
now in training?
We enclose a stamped, addressed envelope for your reply to the three 
requests cited above.
Thank you for your assistance in this study.
Respectfully yours, 
Gertrude Sill
APARTMENTS . DE A C O N E S S  H O M E  A N D  T R A I N I N G  S C H O O L  •  H O S P I T A L  A N D  S C H O O L  O F  N U R S I N G  • H O M E S  F O R  A G E D .  I N V A L I D S .  A N D  C H I L D R E N  • C A M P  I M M A N U E L
E S T A B L I S H E D  I 8  B 7
M M  A N U E L  D E A C O N E S S  I N S T I T U T E
A N  I N S T I T U T I O N  O F  M E R C Y  O F  T H E  A U G U S T A N A  E V A N G E L I C A L  L U T H E R A N  C H U R C H
3 4  TH ST. A N D  F O W L E R  A V E .  • O M A H A  II, N E B R A S K A
•April 3 ,  1952
S is te r  _ _ _
Lu the ran  Deaconess T ra in in g  School
Dear S is te r  :
S evera l weeks ago I  w ro te  to  S is te r  _ _ _ _ _ _  in  re ga rd  to  p a r t ic i­
p a tio n  and a ss is ta n ce  o f deaconess studen ts in  answ ering a q u e s tio n n a ire  
re la t in g  to  a  s tudy on deaconess education* I  was happy to  re ce ive  you r 
name and address as one o f the  p a rtic ip a n ts *
I  s h a ll g re a tly  a p p re c ia te  you r he lp  in  th is  s tud y be ing  made to ­
wards a M aster o f A rts  degree from  th e  U n iv e rs ity  o f Omaha* The study 
is  concerned w ith  the  "WAYS BY WHICH THE SELECTION, ORIENTATION, AND 
PREPARATION OF DEACONESS STUDENTS FOR FIELDS OF SERVICE IN  THE LUTHERAN 
CHURCHES IN  AMERICA CAN BE IMPROVED."
The q u e s tio n n a ire  has been approved by the  Dean o f C ollege o f  Educa­
t io n ,  Dr* Frank H* Gorman* o f the U n iv e rs ity  o f Omaha.
Thus, I  am sending you th e  q u e s tio n n a ire  and genera l d ire c tio n s  to  
be fo llo w e d  as you study and re co rd  you r in fo rm a tio n * expe riences, and 
a tt itu d e s  concern ing the  tra in in g  program fo r  deaconess s tuden ts*
Thank you fo r  your p a r t ic ip a t io n  in  th is  s tu d y .
S in c e re ly  yo u rs ,
G ertrude H i l l
PARTMENTS •  D E A C O N E S S  H O M E  A N D  T R A I N I N G  S C H O O L  • H O S P I T A L  A N D  S C H O O L  O F  N U R S I N G  • H O M E S  F O R  A G E D ,  I N V A L I D S ,  A N D  C H I L D R E N  • C A M P  I M M A N U E L
!
E S T A B L I S H E D  I S S 7
9%
w m m m m m m
1# I would suggest that you read through to satire questionnaire “before 
starting to check it* Frequently you will f indaaeries of questions 
which develop a topic the further you proceed than appears in the first 
question of the series#
2. Would you kindly place a» Jj before each statement that supplies to 
correct answer or answers to each question? It Is possible to have 
store than on© answer checked after some questions,
% Peel free to fill in any additions or substitute ©tor possible answers
which you tonic applies to you personally or. to your stool* It is 
difficult to anticipate all possible answers, the listed responses 
are mainly to assist you in to general idea in each question as well 
as to save your time in responding to each question,
h* Would you kindly return this questionnaire within t o  mxt  two weeks or
as soon thereafter as possible? 1 regret tot the time is so limited 
tut drawing up this questionnaire has been more time-consuming than an­
ticipated# fhat also calls to mind tot tabulating your responses and 
interpreting them will also take considerable time before incorporating 
them into to thesis, thank you most kindly for your assistance and 
hearty cooperation in making this thesis possible* Ey your efforts you 
have most ably assisted me in studying to problem set forth: TO
mTmnm wm ways m mm <m mmnon, oEiimnow, md psspARmoH
01* mCGHESS SOT3OTS FOE FIILBS^ OF 8BEVX® IE $8E OTHBBAW CHJBCH OF 
AMEBXCA CAW M WEOTO#
A hearty toak-youi
S L aJ L ^J L . a u j j l
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CPBSflOBmiHS TO BIHSCT0E3, BIHBGTIHO SXSTSES, XEABS Of ED0CATXOB, 
IXBCDTIYI SECRETARY AID f IBM) SECRETARY
SelectIon of Beacoaegg Studentss
X* Who acts upon the applications of deaconess students?
  . Directors of Deaconess Institution, only
..^ .-■^ ..^ -.Digectlag Sister, only 
Bean of Education, only 
field Secretary, only 
Committee on Admissions 
list -others not mentioned above
2. If selected by a committee, which of the following persons comprise 
that group?
   ....Director of Deaconess Institution
    .,...-..Directing- Sister
   ......Bean of Education
field Secretary
  .. .  Executive Committee of Deaconess Institute
 ....  .Official Board o f the Deaconess Institution
Sisters* Council 
list others on such a committee
3* Are pre-entrance examinations required of applicants who have not 
completed their high school education?
 .. , Yes
_______ Bo
h* Should every applicant who desires to become a deaconess be accepted? 
Yes 
Bo
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5* ?lhieh of the©© procedures are followed In acting upon an application? 
Study of application 
Personal interview of applicant 
References examined 
Analysis of autobiography
Dmmination of medical and dental records or Certificate of
■ health
   _ .-.-...Study of scholastic records— -transcripts
lot© parental consent, or consent of guardian for applicant 
under twenty-one years of age
Svaluat ion of pre-entrance examination
List other procedures
6, Is a personal interview required only of those applicants living 
within one hundred miles of the school?
Yes
  :...NO
7* Bo you follow the references given in the application?
......Yes
Ho
Occasionally
8# If the references are followed# which of these types of response© are 
used?
 Check list
  Prescribed questionnaire
general statement of applicant*® personality
. List other, types of responses '•
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9# Should there be a general upgrading or raising of standards as to 
quality of applicants accepted?
  Yes
m
10. Are you convinced that there should he a more careful screening of 
applicants before acceptances are finally made?
...    ...Tee
 *
11. Ihich of these recommendations do you suggest for a more careful 
selection of deaconess students?
. . ■.Personal.' interview of each applicant required
.. .■ - More than a single standard of admission* variations In mini*
mam. and maximum educational requirements, extension of age 
bracket
....... Present ranee examination of every. applicant accepted
list other recommendations
12* Should there be varying standards for admission of deaconess students 
in order to permit both those with higher and lesser educational 
background to enter the dlaconate?
 .,.............. M s
. . . , .  m
13* Most an applicant be in the upper half or third of her class upon 
graduation, from high school to. be considered on basis of scholastic 
records?
^..r.,  ,JTes
330
1A. Do you favor two years of college as a minimum standard for entrance 
requirements into the deaconess training school?
  ... Yes
m
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15» Should consideration he given applicants Wholly on the has is that 
they feel constrained to become deaconesses because, to them* it ap­
pears to he God’s will for their lives?
16.* Has your school ever received an application from a young woman who 
had more than the usual educational retirements hut was rejected 
because there vias m  place for her to sews la the diaconate?
    -Ho
Orientation:
1, Which of these materials are used to acquaint and orientate student 
with the diaconate before arrival upon cappus?
Letters. answering questions of applicant
Mlmeoamnhed form of general information of training school
   Brochure of general information
.Bandhook with general information about policies* program* 
costs, fields of service, and regulations and procedure© of 
training school
list other .materials
2* Have these materials: served the. purpose of pre-orientation satis­
factorily?
Tee
Ho
To some degree
3* Boss a wBig Sister1* plan operate in which personal Informal letters 
are sent by deaconess students in the training school to incoming 
students as a means of extending a friendly welcome and also giving 
personal glimpses of the diaconate several months before student’s 
arrival?
Yes
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h* Which of those orientation procedures are need during the first 
week*s training period of incoming deaconess ^ students?
.....four of the campus
Jfcplanations given about institutional plan of living, its 
regulations, procedures of the training' program
Jtetreat or Workshop Conference for orientation purposes
.(^>portunities provided for group conferences- In clarifying 
the concepts and understandings of the diaconate and its pro** 
gram to the students
.Stated times for individual counseling
hist other procedures
5, Is a definite program of counseling services protided each student? 
  . Yes
■   m
Counseling services left to the Initiative of each student
6. Is each student assigned to a specified person as her counselor 
throughout her training period! ^
_ _ _ J e s  •
Jfo
f  + At the present time* can the student select her counselor ?
■:i,? , 1 ■
. Yes
8, Should the student have the privilege of selecting her counselor I 
Yea
9# Is there a voluntary seeking for guidance by the students? 
Frequently 
Seldom
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!0« Are there stated times or'periods for counseling purposes during the 
years of deaconess training?
.Only during the first three months
11, Can the student arrange for a conference whenever she feels the need 
for counseling?
Yes
A
12* Which of ■theses persons counsel Individual students?
of the Deaconess 'Institution1
directing sister.
of training School 
.Class Instructors
.Special 'persons designated as counselor of all-students 
.Institutional pastor or chaplain
Other persons not listed
13* Who handles disciplinary problems?
■e:nnr.nr,..Director of Deaconess Institution
 .. :.Directing Sister
_ Dean of Gaining School
^structor-ii^whose class misdemeanor occurred
Class advisor
.Counselor
Librarian
List other persons
k Are arrangements planned so each student utilises the counseling 
services?
 ...■Tee
Ho
15# Are group conferences held for counseling purposes?
.No
Only upon requests of students
16. Are aneadotal records kept of' each student?
Jfo
.Attempted hut seldom fulfilled
17. "Star# anecdotal records, proved helpful, in determining and' analysing 
the needs of each deaconess student?
‘ ■ 1 *
.No
Bo you gather any of the following Information about- the student and 
■keep on record, in the files?'
  .... Home .and family background
^Health history 
.Special' abilities 
.special interests
Jktra^curricular activities while in high school
.Out-of-school activities
Participation in church activities
JImotioaal adjustments previously made
jSmetieiml difficulties evident
^Physical .handicaps
Other information gathered!
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19. S’roa your knowledge and erperienee in orientating deaconess students* 
what improvements are possible in more adequately meeting the otu* 
dent*s needs and presiding a wholesome development?
Provide a Baa&book of general information to be sent to each 
student for study and analysis before arrival on campus
 ....Counseling. services provided students* individually and as a
group
   ....Estreat ,or workshop for all deaconess students in training
with incoming students during first week of school- term
..:...■ Sister1 plan utilised
Plscinlinary measures handled by a person other than the 
counselor
?
Other improvements:
l* Does every deaconess student take the same basic training the first
Tea
Sfo
2* If basic training is not the same for all students* what determines 
the variation?
Student has previously had some of the courses offered,
  .,.-,. .r Domestic arts for some* liberal arts for others
Variat ions made according to .ability and capacity of student
   Variations adapted to background and academic training of
'each student
,.Varlations made according to type of work student trill best 
be able to handle
  ,,%he type of service student is. being trained for on the basis
of her potentialities and desires
Mst other variations'?-
3, Bees the training school provide class and study schedules comparable
to that of a college for its students I .
.10
JJomparable to upper: high ..school, standards
h. Are testing facilities available to the training school for obtaining 
results and interpretation of. a student is profile- in intelligence, 
■achievement* vocational-aptitude* personality and -interests?
■       Tee
5* Who does.such testing and interpreting? .
. feet. experts in a nearby: college .or diversity
frained personnel within Deaconess draining School.
Others;
6. Does the school provide library facilities adequate' to extend and 
enrich the curriculum?
JB6
^Somewhat# could be- improved
7. Does the organisation and administration of the curriculum in the 
training school compare to the levels and standards of church college?
_       Yes
Jo
are. being made In that . direction
8, Is advanced education encouraged among capable students toward a 
higher development, of professional skills?
xok
9* Cheek which activities are provided deaconess students.
Religious activities 
—   , Recreational activities* Including physical education
,.r.,;  _..,. ...Social activities
r .Jfooortunltlea for cultural development 
Other activities*
10* Which of those conditions should ho met ih order to measure up to the 
needs sad desires of the lathers**. Church la Jneriea for services of 
deaconesses?
 ...  Bel igiousXy equipped
-,-,., )rr?rofesslenally skilled 
Socially ■ adjusted
_..r ...,rniCuXturally Informed
■ list other conditions*
XX. Which of these conditions hay© .not heen adequately met thus far in 
the training of deaconesses for service in the lutheraa Church of 
America?
tf.n.1TT-T^noir J eil^iously ©quipped 
— ~ ^Professionally bellied
....  . S ocially adjusted
— .^   Ou ltu ra X ly  informed
Other conditions*
m12. tfhieh types of clinical training or ‘‘work experiences1* are provided la 
the training schools?
' ! i f ' r
.. .. Cl or leal training
   OSmrch cahroldary^pamimtc
Bietarv planning 
Household skills
..,rr.... ,ir.r..Institutional service* and management(children, invalids* aged)
laundry services
 Making coimaunioa wafers
■ Occnnatlonal therapy
visitation
■ ,:L.. .. .fi: ,:r .Practical hurts ing coarse
r Practice teaming in Sunday school* Weekday and Vacation Church 
■ >  S c h o o l , *  B e y  . B u r s a r i e s . *  ' K i n d e r g a r t e n
- :  J lsltatien In'hospitals
Other types of clinical training’
13. vJbat purposes does the clinical training servef
Omnrlm of the fields of service in the diaconate
tenant experiences in Recovering aptitudes and interests 
-' preparatory to selecting a 'field of service
Acquaint students with the institution and Its activities
,1te fill in students as workers for persons off duty of on
....... vacations
Other purposes®,
lh* I© information supplied to deaconess students as to the'.extent and con- 
that of the fields of service la the lutheran Church of America?
Yes
Jfot adequately, could be improved
>• las ^  job classificat Ion ever been made of the present fields of 
servieee. filled by deaconesses?
Jos
16. Are deaconess students who will'eater and serve in positions of leader­
ship and gn|dance capacities. trained la counseling procedures and. tech* 
Mqueot
■:................... lee :
JO
Job. adequately
17. .Are courses'in.personnel management and maintenance work provided for
those entering that type of service?
J m
X8« Are opportunities affofded for'deaconess students to'evaluate each
course and' work experience during or near the close of the first yearns 
basic braining?'. . .
m
19* Should a deaconess be equally qualified and trained for her field of 
service as is the worker la a comparable secular fieldt
     Yes
,Should surpass the secular standards
20. Have the field.® o f service broadened to such aa extent that the train­
ing of deaconess students has not kept pace with that trend?
jres
fb
aware of' that, situation
• Which of the foil owing qualities are, stressed,and developed by the .
present, system of deaconess training Im the personality development 
of each student?
.Spiritual maturity
.Patience
GomMemtemm
M od manners
..friendliness
JfmtimsX stability
.Self-confidence
factfulness
^ObjectivenesS
Jkoyalty to persons or- causa being served
list other qpi&ities?
Should all the faculty members in the Deaconess Training School be 
deaconesses? .
,:ir:. ,. t e e '
JLarge proportion
J$n&ll proportion
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h Are the faculty members la the training school accredited for teaching
ona-lewel of higher education!'
  Some
JOre than half 
thau half'
* Which factors determine the placement of a deaconess into a specific, 
field, of service!
T.juiiniwi I ' l i w M u i ^ o h tai ^ ability osd alertness
..■rr^ril-Perso3ml fitness for position
*%(•
.Qualified professionally
Jpiyitual maturity 
.Social ■ maturity and pels#
^leadership ability
willingness to serve #lter© needed
JEhterest of student in*; field of service
r < 5 * • I
.Openings in the field of service 
.Ability to work with others 
Jtaapt ability of student to make adjustments 
health and endurance
Willingness and eagerness to grow nm  the jobH 
^Enthusiastic attitude toward the field of service
r , . >
JQactfol in dealing with personnel 
Accuracy of work 
Wood work habit©
list other factor#!'
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25* Has any survey.* study or research, 'been conducted in your school to in­
dicate' the need' for changes' or revisions of' existing training program?
    t m
Jb ■' ■
jComtei-ml&ted
26. if a study has been made* what areas of improvements are indicated?
^^,,rT),ul,JI(,.:.lducatioaal 
j. ■,f-. ^Vocational 
Socl&l;
^Orientation 
Counseling services
V lave any of‘the suggested improvements listed to ho. 26 been 
at tempted! ■'
....., ,:,iw,feS‘ ■ 1
.    ,.M - '■
28. $hai courses'or clinical experiences wuia you suggest he- added to the 
present curriculum as a meant of improving the existing- training pro* 
gram? 1 : ' ■ ’ r
Orientation course*.' Hov to Study
, r, Courses about history and program of the Dutheran Church
Christian Symholirna
^Courses to techniques and procedures of counseling services
„Masie appreciation 
^Survey courses of the Bible
JPersonality Development— etiquette* personal .hygiene 
.Supervised field experiences or apprenticeship
Other courses!
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29* In which respects could the clinical experiences be improved? 
..,v... . ..-.More varied kinds offered
,   Omit types not necessarily needed by all students
 letter orientation to some experiences
Jfconger time spent on the most profitable experiences 
jfore supervieion and evaluation during clinical' training
Inform student as to- her adaptation to each work experience
before going on to the next experience 
Other improvements!
30* Boss the system or type of deaconess training:- develop deaconess 
students ■ in' the best possible way?
^Somewhat satisfactorily
31* Is there anything In the orientation and training program -which hinders 
students from developing -wholesome Christian personalities?
32* If so* which of these might be the causative factors?
Student makes no attempt toward self-improvement 
.. J Ullure to present service .In the diaconate ah a privilege
sXack of evaluation procedures
jDlaoh of personalities of faculty and student
Repression of individual1© independence in thinking and acting
..Tint act fulness of supervisors la .clinical experiences
. , . ...Bo opportunities offered for personnel'and student getting to­
gether to hear and analyse conflicting viewpoints
Other factors!
U Bo you favor the possibility/of ©ending deaconess students to otto? 
training schools offering clinical training or specialization neces­
sary to student*s preparation’ *jhlch your school does not provide?
Jf#S.
Jo
Bav© any field# of service been neglected or undeveloped la the 
training program tdileh are .needed In the social and religion# 
services of the Iiutheran Church in America?
Yes
Jfe
J b i am m  of it
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35.: Which of the following fields of service would you regard as possibili­
ties for consideration and development in the service program of the 
Lutheran Church in Jmerieaf
Christian Psychiatrists
.Church Camp Directors
.Church Camp Counselors
.Directors of Christian Education
.Demonstration teachers in Christian Education
.Beraonetratio& feachers in personnel Management 
teachers in .Occupational fherapy 
.Bursery School teachers 
.Bursery School Directors or Supervisors
jta&Ut .Directors or Ministers of Haste
Accountants
^Switehhoard Operators ■
.BeXigious Artists
.Visual Education Specialists
^Writers for Christian Periodicals, Books, Fublieity 
.Survey Workers, Home Missions 
.Home i Missionaries 
.Student Service Wooers
.feachers in Church Colleges
.Instructors in Institutional. Management
list other possible fields*
qmmMi maptottm.
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1* Bid you receive general information concerning the costs* program, re- 
quirements for admission* end procedures of the training school before 
arrival on, the campus?
jfei
.Ho
.Only part of the i^ormatioh listed above
2. In idiich forms did .such general' information
      .. Bandbook of general information of the training 'school.
answering your ■specific questions * -
form of general information of training school 
of general information ' ’ •
.School catalog
Other formal
%  Bid any deaconess students in training or Deaconesses send you letters 
of'personal glimpses of the training school 'before your-■■coming to the 
school?
Jte©
h*. Did. you. know what to sqpeet in ...institutional living before arriving at 
the tmining school?
_H6
JSo some degree
5* Were procedures and regulations of the training program explained 
clearly and definitely and repeated when necessary?
JTes
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Jfo some degree
6m Were some things taken for grantod that you should know or learn through 
general observation?
jfo
7. During the first few days or weeks at the training school* what things 
m m  done to help you become adjusted to your new surroundings and con­
ditions?
.,. .... Met at station upon arrival in city or town where school was
■' located
* Directed how to reach' the school* coming by car
JRoom ready for o&cmmcy upon arrival
.friendly* cordial* ■ sincere gr&eiing upon arrival
.friendly acceptance by each deaconess .and" deaconess student 
■ upon Wing inirodueed-
Jfede to feel at home by helping with some activity* absorbed 
"into-
.four- of the Institution or campus
„Get acquainted parties ■and picnics
introduction at;a Sister1#, meeting
Orientation procedure's 'followed by means of printed or mimeo­
graphed directions and group conferences to, discuss information 
about institutional plan of living* its. regulations*, procedures 
of training school
list others;
8* Were you guided and aided in being informed .and prepared for adjust** 
meats that would necessarily he made and faced In adapting oneself to 
institutional plan of livingafter arrival on the campus?
ingroup conferences during first weeks on campus 
until situations arose for such information to he given
Jfekem for granted that each student would make such inquiries 
„Ho information volunteered by personnel of training school 
.Explained individually during first weeks on campus
Other helps;
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% What helps were given you that proved most oeneflcial la adapting your­
self to the Diaconate?
lucouragQmeat and guidance of instructors
Sathuslasa of deaconesses la the servic©
Coimmiml living— all on the same Oasis— feeling of "belonging 
Close fellowship with staff members of the school
Omsortunlties made available to secure information and counsel
"" whenever, needed' ‘
. . ..'.Aiohasls upon the privilege' of servic© 'in the Diaconate
. .■.. :  Heal 1st 1c explanation and understanding that deaconesses are ’
human, not perfectionists
Other helps;
10. Which specific Information did you, desire to know shortly after your 
arrival that was either lacking or ©plained unsatisfactorily?
 ......  telephone system 'within, the- institution as- well as dial system
of city ' * ■
,:i1T ,  . Signin^ out for meal© ‘
Sinning out when off Campus .
.......... Possibilities of' securing late leaves '
   .^Becoming acquainted with the city-and its opportunities for re­
creation, cultural advancements, transportation facilities, shop* 
ping’ areas* civic responsibilities'
j fa whom to report' when sick .and unable to report for duty 
Other information desired;.
11. Are opportunities provided for you to make your needs known to a 
Sisters1 Council or to a representative of such a planning Council 
which directs the policies and procedures of the Diaconate?
     . Yes
_______ Ho
Bo occasion needed for it
iVJhich adjustments seemed to be most difficult to meet during the first 
rear la school? ;
First experience a«ay from homo
with a roommate ■
j&egulatiag hours for study, roereatioh# aa& proper rest
giving 'and working .with womenoaly
.Living and working'with persons- of mining age: groups
.Wearing the work uniform
supervised by so many persons and not knowing to whom 
respohsibiiltles Were due # * * *’ ’ •
i
.Change from ma&ingpersonal choices and decisions independently 
to following the accepted code of behavior within the Diaconate
being able to absorb so much information and procedures to 
be followed# particularly in ‘the- ‘way it was presented
i , 1 . *
..Shock of seeing and helping to care for types of infirmities 
Without being warned or prepared to meet that situation
JnebiiutldaaMiivisg in general
Other difficult adjustments*
U lo whom do you go when you desire help or Just want to talk things over 
for approval or suggest lent
 :  ..  Director-
JDirecting Sister
.Doan of Education
Classroom instructors
.Other deaconess students
.Deaconesses, you select 
institutional pastors
JRastors of home church
parents
friends apart from diaconate
list other persons*
WouM you prefer being assigned to a certain person to be your coun­
selor during the period of training?
Jo
.Until acquainted with personnel, then choose a counselor
15. Would you rather select your own counselor? 
tee
.   .Bo
l6* Do you think there should he stated times for counseling?
•■'■ - ., Tee
_ __________ _ J o
17* Would you rather arrange for a conference only at times you feel the 
need for counseling?
.Bo you like both plans of having stated times for counseling as well 
as arranging additional conferences at times you feel that need?
.Tee 
  Bo
19* Bo you think there are times when several deaconess students ean have 
grdup conferences for counseling purposes in discussing comon prob­
lems?
    t m
U Which of these improvements do you suggest as "being helpful in meeting 
new problems and making adjustments during the training period?
Advance notice of coming assignments
.. .. .Being included in outings, musical events, and other cultural
programs which other deaconesses attend and enjoy
Positive approaches and presentations during group and indivi­
dual conferences
Information in traveling procedures and etique<fcte( interpreting
time-tables, tipping# use of traveler1 s checks, shipping and 
checking baggage)
 .... . J rout? conferences in learning to know and appreciate personal­
ities of those living together in deaconess home or dormitory
Preparation for fields of service;
1, Should eachdeacones© student take the same basic training during the 
first year in the training school ?
......Yea
. . . . .... ...Bp '
2. If there shouid he variations during the basic training* which of these 
■ wemd you. suggest should he followed? "
Be excused fro® courses previously taken ■'
. Sismlify curriculum for .those-who, have leeseis education and.-
background experiences by means, of general or remeclal courses
draining program adapted to mental capacity or intelligence- 
level, of each student .
. . Basic training dependent upon fields of service student-desire© 
to enter or student show© possibilities for some specific 
service
Other variations*
3* Bo you find library facilities adequate to extend and enrich the curri­
culum?
Tee
 ..... Bb
Somewhat * could h© improved
h. Which of these activities are provided in the training program?
......Religious activities
  r Recreational activities* including physical e&ucation
Social activities
Opportunities for cultural development
5* Which of these activities should he developed more fully than they^ro. 
at the- present time, for a more wholesome-development of each student!
Rftligious activities
  .Becreat local activities
,..^,.r.m  Social activities
7 O^pportunities for cultural development
6* Have you been informed of the extent and content of the fields of 
service In the hatberaa Church of America?
   ..  Yes
Ho
 'Hot ade<tuately
7* Should the training school send students to another deaconess training 
school if it does not offer' specialised or clinical experiences basic 
to one1® preparation for service in the field selected?
... •■■. ■...Tea
HO * ■ :
8# Are opportunities afforded for you to evaluate each course and work ex­
perience during or near the ■ close of your first ■ year1 s. basic training 
program?
’ Yfifi -
J» ‘ ' ' -
.Indirectly through individual ■ counseling
9* Classify the ■ following clinical experiences according', to. degrees of 
helpfulness by numbering them to match this codes
1— most profitable experiences
2— useful.* but not as beneficial as first choices 
,3**~of lesser importance but ’needed 1 1
could be omitted, of little value in preparation for service
Clerical training 
.Church embroidery— paraments 
.Dietary planning 
^usehold ■skills
^Institutional services and management (children, invalids* aged)
^Laundry services
communion wafers
^Occupational therapy 
Visitation
nursing- course
...  .Practice teaching in Sunday School* Weekday and Vacation Church
School* Bay HurserieSt Kindergarten
- .... Visitation in hospitals
Others:
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10* Which purposes did the clinical training serve you in the training' 
program!' '
general idea of the,fields of service in the Biaconate
ffry*out ©3?periences in discovering aptitudes and interests
preparatory to selecting a field of service
. . A plan for becoming acquainted with the institution and its
 .'activities' ‘ *
fo fill in as workers for persons: off duty'or'on vacation 
Other purposes?
11. In what ways,could the clinical qmeriencoe be improved?
. . . ...-More varied kinds offered - 
  : jQmli types not necessarily: needed..
Batter orientation to some .experiences.
. Longer time spent on'the most profitable experiences ,
... : :.More supervision and evaluation during clinical training
. Informed as to one$*; adaptation to each work experience before
going, on .■^^0 ’next 'experience'5 : ' /
Other improvements, ■suggested?
12. Check any addition to present curriculum you would suggest in order to 
improve the training program.
Study helps {taking notes, study* schedule, how to study).
Survey course of the Bible
 .. .^hurch History
 .. . . ....,'iible History
   .   Christian Symbolism.
Courses in techniques and procedures, .in counseling
Course in etiquette
Course in personal hygiene 
 ;  . ■Aonrenticeshin under a deaconess already on the field
additions?
13‘ f  a e m *e bG®“ neglected ox* undeveloped in the ♦ a
^program which are needed in the th& train*
Lutheran Oharch to America? "* rellelous P » e ^  of the
_  Tes . ■
Bb ■
  . aware. of it
coLiae»tiont^theesem LSer!rl<!e aS P°BsiWlltieean Church in America? service program of the Lutheiw
„Chrigtian Psychiatrist 
■** ^Church Camp Directors ■
~  ,.^ ^ Church Camp Counselors
■ „,.-directors of Christian Bducation
—  — Demonstration Teachers to Christian Education
 --- .^ .Demonstration Teachers to Personnel Management
 ---  _Demonetration Teachers to Occupational Therapy
__— __Sfuraery School Directors 
— — __Bi»sery School Teachers
 (tisle Directors or Ministers of Music
A^ccountants 
, n,ltw.Switchboard Operators ’
g^iBsiigious Artists 
**»■■'•,■■ r 1 sual Education Specialists
*--Writers for Christian Periodicals, Books, Publicity
Workers,. Homo Mis&&m&
■***nr ■■ 1 ■!„   Home Missionaries
**v- ■ ,-Student Service Workers
— — --Teachers in Church Colleges
------ Instructors to Institutional Management
...other fields?
> Which, factors do you regard as important la determining the fields 
related fields of service you can serve?
_______ Definite Christian bnvietioas
.Well-adjusted personality 
.Getting along with other persons
.Ability to "follow directions
.Ability to he sapervised— accept criticisms graciously 
.Interest .in the. field of service .
.Mental abil ity**alertaess
health and endurance’
JkeadershijH ability
.Willingness and eagerness to grow * on the jobtt
Willingness to serve where needed
.Willingness tovserve within onels capacity and not beyond 
oasis capacity
Willingness to serve beneath one1 s' capacity when needed
_ r rTBnthusiastlc attitude towards field of service— personal 
enjoyment
.Accuracy, of work.
factfulness
